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The most damaging geomagnetic storms are produced by solar coronal mass
ejections (CMEs). They represent a great threat to mankind’s technological systems,
since the prediction lead time of storms is too short today. The geoeffectiveness
of the ejections can only be predicted by in situ magnetic field measurements in
space. The HelioRing mission, proposed by the Space Research Institute of the
Austrian Academy of Sciences, has the goal of providing magnetic field properties
of Earth-directed CMEs using a CubeSat fleet in a heliocentric orbit for increasing
the lead time of geomagnetic storms on Earth.
As this is the first study of the mission, one of the goals of this thesis was to define
the objectives and requirements of the mission. The primary goal of the thesis
was to investigate how the CubeSat fleet communicates with the Earth in the
mission. It was found that the traditional radio frequency (RF) communication
method would have two major disadvantages. Firstly, this method would require
the construction of large ground stations, which would increase the total mission
cost significantly. Secondly, forecasting would not be successful for about 3 %
of the mission lifetime due to increased background noise from the Sun. Laser
communication was chosen to overcome the two RF communication problems.
The main idea of the concept is to deliver data by laser crosslink communication
to an additional CubeSat (RelayCube) that orbits in a Sun-synchronous orbit.
RelayCube would transmit all data to the ground stations using RF communication.
The objectives of the thesis were successfully achieved. The results show that the
laser communication concept is feasible and fulfils the mission requirements. It
permits low-cost amateur RF ground stations and enables continuous space weather
forecasting. However, further studies are needed, e.g., to achieve the required laser
pointing accuracy and for the development of the high peak power transmitter.
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Auringon koronan massapurkaukset eli CME:t muodostavat suuren uhan ihmiskunnan teknologisille järjestelmille, koska varoitusaika massapurkauksia vastaan
on liian lyhyt ennen kuin ne saavuttavat Maan. Purkausten vaikutukset Maassa voidaan ennustaa vain avaruudessa tehtävistä purkauksien magneettikentän
mittauksista. HelioRing-luotainohjelman, jota on ehdottanut Itävallan tiedeakatemian avaruustutkimusinstituutti (Space Research Institute of Austrian Academy
of Sciences), tavoitteena on välittää Maata kohti suuntautuneen CME:n magneettikentän ominaisuudet ja täten pidentää varoitusaikaa. Tavoitteena on myös käyttää
mittauksiin CubeSat-piensatelliittiryhmää aurinkokeskisellä kiertoradalla.
Koska kyseessä oli HelioRingin ensimmäinen tutkimus, yhtenä työn tavoitteena
oli määrittää luotainohjelman tavoitteet ja vaatimukset. Tärkein päämäärä oli
selvittää se, miten HelioRingin CubeSat-ryhmä kommunikoisi maa-asemien kanssa.
Tässä työssä osoitettiin, että radiotaajuisella kommunikaatiotavalla olisi kaksi
merkittävää heikkoutta. Ensimmäiseksi se vaatisi niin suuret maa-asemat, että
HelioRingin kokonaiskustannukset kasvaisivat huomattavasti. Toiseksi avaruussään
ennustaminen ei olisi mahdollista noin 3 % luotainohjelman eliniästä Auringon
aikaansaaman taustakohinan vuoksi silloin kun lähin CubeSat kulkee Auringon
ja Maan välissä. Laserkommunikaatio valittiin pääkommunikaatiotavaksi, koska
se ratkaisisi RF-kommunikaation ongelmat. Pääperiaatteena on välittää data
laserilla CubeSatilta toiselle ja edelleen Maata kiertävälle ns. linkki-CubeSatille,
joka lähettää kaikkien CubeSatien datan radiotaajuuksilla maa-asemille.
Työn tavoitteet saavutettiin onnistuneesti. Tulokset osoittavat, että laserkommunikaatiosuunnitelma on mahdollista toteuttaa ja että se täyttää luotainohjelmalle
asetetut vaatimukset. Se mahdollistaisi edulliset maa-asemat ja jatkuvan avaruussään ennustamisen. Suunnitelman yksityiskohdat, esimerkiksi vaadittava laserin
suuntaustarkkuus ja laserlähetin, edellyttävät kuitenkin vielä lisätutkimuksia.
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Introduction

The Sun is the prime factor for the dynamics of the Solar System. It emits plasma,
the dynamics and phenomena by which is called space weather. The term ”space
weather” comprises conditions on the Sun and in the interplanetary medium as well
as on the Earth and in near-Earth space. One must not underestimate the Sun’s
ability to influence space weather conditions and thereby to impact significantly
on the human community. Although many people’s primary idea of space weather
is the spectacular aurora borealis, space weather actually poses a serious global
threat. Extreme space weather conditions have the potential to produce powerful
geomagnetic storms that can result in worldwide damages to electric power grids.
The conditions also can cause significant hazards resulting in telecommunications
and subsystem failures in satellites. [1]
The reasons for such extreme conditions originate from the Sun mainly as coronal
mass ejections (CMEs) [1]. These events are currently not predictable and they can
occur in the direction of the Earth at any time. An example of the Sun’s potential
power was witnessed in 1859, when the state of technology was yet in its infancy. A
massive CME struck the Earth’s magnetosphere, resulting in telegraph disruptions
all over the world and some fires in telegraph stations [2]. Nowadays, this event
is known as the Carrington Event. Since then, several smaller CMEs have caused
hazards after the Carrington Event. A CME in 1989 led to power grid failures and
six million people in Canada suffered from lack of electricity for nine hours [2]. This
event was much weaker than the Carrington Event. If a Carrington-scale CME were
to hit the Earth today, it would affect us more destructively as mankind is more
reliant on technology systems now than in the 19th century. Also, technology is more
widespread and susceptible today, due to more complex and minituarized systems
[2].
Although the occurence of CMEs is unpredictable, they have a well-known velocity
when they encounter the Earth (up to approximately 2300 km/s) [3, p. 58], [4].
Therefore, by measuring the characteristics of an incoming CME sunward, one
can forecast whether the incoming CME is harmful to mankind or not [2, 5]. The
forecasts are based on several parameters of a CME. The direction and strength
of the magnetic field of the plasma carried by an incoming CME are significant
factors that indicate how harmful the CME could potentially be. If the direction is
southward (relative to the Earth’s geographic poles), the CME has the potential to
produce powerful geomagnetic storms that can damage power grids. The speed of a
CME is also one of the crucial parameters for estimating the consequences on the
Earth. [3, p. 40, 55]
The state of the Sun is continuously monitored from the Earth by several scientific
and governmental organizations for the forecasting of possible extreme CMEs. Observations are made in near real-time as solar flares are visible on the Earth after about
eight minutes, when the light from the flares has reached the Earth. However, the
speed and direction of a CME are difficult to be estimated accurately, and therefore,
the predicted arriving time of the CME can vary by several hours [6]. Another
problem is determining whether the incoming CME will be able to cause hazards on
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the Earth or not. This depends mainly on the direction of the magnetic field of the
CME’s plasma, which is impossible to predict accurately by remote observations [2].
In addition to ground-based observations, monitoring is also done in space. At
the moment, the only spacecraft that can provide real-time solar wind observations
for space weather forecasting on the Earth is the Advanced Composition Explorer
(ACE) satellite [2]. It observes the Sun and measures the solar wind properties at
the Lagrange point 1 (L1), i.e., at 0.99 Astronomical units (AU). This L1 point is
1.5 million kilometers sunwards from the Earth. Thus, ACE is able to forewarn of
impending geomagnetic storms and other hazards. However, the prediction lead time
is only tens of minutes for fast-travelling CMEs. For example, if a massive CME,
travelling as fast as 2300 km/s, is observed by ACE, the lead time is only about 10
minutes. This is too short a time to prepare mitigating actions for power grids and
satellites in order to prevent catastrophic consequences [7].
This fact has raised interest in the research community for increasing the prediction
lead time, and thus, several new space missions have been proposed [8]. Most of
them aim to place their satellite at a sub-L1 point (sunward of the classical L1 point).
Of the proposed missions, the closest to the Sun is Sunjammer, which is designed
to reside at 0.98 AU [8]. However, using the above example, the lead time would
still only be about 20 minutes, which is still far from ideal. Another way to increase
the lead time of ACE is to measure space weather conditions in a heliocentric orbit.
This necessitates several probes to orbit the Sun, since a single probe would not stay
in the Sun-Earth line due to the faster rotation period. This kind of mission has
already been (unofficially) proposed, and it is called CARETAKER (at 0.72 AU) [9].
It presents a significant increase in the lead time (about 5 hours, using the above
example). However, its major limitation is the large total cost estimate due to six
heavy probes (about 800 kg each) and six large ground stations.
Based on CARETAKER, the Space Research Institute (Institut für Weltraumforschung, IWF)1 of the Austrian Academy of Sciences has an idea about a new kind
of mission called HelioRing. The primary objective of this mission is to measure the
magnetic field properties of the solar wind with ten CubeSats at around 0.6–0.8 AU
in order to increase the prediction lead time of geomagnetic storms on the Earth.
Each CubeSat carries a magnetometer which is used to measure the strength and
direction of the magnetic field of CMEs. Having just a magnetometer as a space
weather instrument permits the use of low-mass spacecraft, such as CubeSats, in
the mission. In addition, measuring a CME’s magnetic field properties would be
the key element to increase the lead time by several hours, as is discussed in the
next chapter. This would be a significant achievement for space weather science, and
especially for the safety of mankind’s vital technological systems.
CubeSats typically have a mass of around 1–10 kg [11]. This is the major
difference compared to the CARETAKER mission, and it will lead to considerably
more affordable costs in the space segment. Cost savings are mainly due to the
faster development process and lighter launch mass of CubeSats. However, the
1

The Space Research Institute: http://www.iwf.oeaw.ac.at/en/
IWF does research in various fields, such as space weather and the Solar system. It also develops
space instruments like magnetometers [10]. The institute is located in Graz, Austria.
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use of such small spacecraft in deep space2 will pose new challenges. Hundreds of
CubeSats have been launched into space since the first one in 2003 [13, 14]. They
have represented new technology demonstrations and scientific research [15]. However,
to date, they have been launched no farther than to low Earth orbit (LEO) [16].
Therefore, communication with the Earth from deep space may be considered one of
the major challenges. A deep-space spacecraft is typically equipped with high-power
transmitters and high-gain antennas, which are not feasible with CubeSats. Mass
and size restrictions for CubeSats introduce limitations to the achievable transmit
power and antenna gain, which are the two most critical parameters for deep-space
communication in the space segment [17]. In addition, in comparison with a LEO,
deep space is a more difficult environment due to increased ionizing radiation levels.
Also, there is only limited experience of CubeSat propulsion systems, which are
probably needed in every deep-space mission.
However, CubeSat subsystems have advanced substantially from the beginning
in terms of power, attitude determination and control systems (ADACSs) as well
as communication and propulsion systems [18]. This has led to several mission
proposals, even into deep space. One of the most advanced proposals is the Mars
Cube One (MarCO) mission to Mars scheduled for 2018 [19].
The HelioRing mission also faces the same aforementioned challenges. Two of
them are considered the most difficult: communication with the Earth and how to
achieve the final orbit for the CubeSats. Radiation is also a challenge but it is not
regarded as problematic [15] as the first two, as there is extensive experience in
radiation shielding from various deep-space missions. Communication may be the
major challenge as there is no experience of CubeSats in deep space. The distance
between the orbit and the Earth is from tens to hundreds of millions of kilometres in
HelioRing. Each near-future, deep-space CubeSat mission will be supported by large
ground station systems, such as the NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) [16]. They
consist of large dishes (mainly ≥34 m) and modern receivers. It is not practically
and economically feasible to communicate continuously with the HelioRing CubeSats
using the DSN, since it is heavily used for other missions [20, 9]. Therefore, the
construction of a new, more or less similar-scale network of ground stations all over
the world would increase the costs dramatically. Thus, there is an interest to look for
ways to reduce the size and the complexity of the ground stations for the mission.
One possible choice is to use laser communication in HelioRing. Laser communication is a promising and growing field in space communication, since it enables
more efficient communication3 and a much higher data rate than radio frequency
(RF) communication. The use of laser communication also makes it more feasible to
communicate from deep space without using large antennas on CubeSats. Among
several advantages, deep-space laser communication also faces considerable challenges.
Some of these are stringent laser pointing accuracy requirements and the influence
of the Earth’s atmosphere on communication. [21]
2

Deep space is defined to begin at a distance of two million kilometers from the Earth by
the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) [12].
3
Mainly due to the much narrower beam directed to the receiver. This leads to a lower average
transmit power, which is beneficial for a CubeSat mission.
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Laser communication (also inter-satellite) has been demonstrated in many space
missions. However, this has not taken place within deep-space distances, but laser
beam pointing has been demonstrated to a ground station by the MESSENGER probe
from 24 million km from the Earth [21]. Regarding CubeSats, laser communication
will be demonstrated for the first time by the Optical Communications and Sensor
Demonstration (OCSD) mission [22]. In this mission, a 1.5-unit (U) CubeSat will
use a laser to communicate with a ground station from LEO.

1.1

Objectives of the thesis

The main objectives of this thesis are the following:
1. To define the objectives and requirements of the HelioRing mission.
2. To investigate how the CubeSat fleet would communicate with the Earth.
3. To evaluate the performance of the communication concept.
Since the thesis is the first study of the HelioRing mission, the objectives and
requirements of the mission shall be defined first. In addition, a brief introduction to
the mission is given. The primary objective of the thesis is to design communication
between CubeSats and the Earth, which will preliminarily solve one of the mission’s
major challenges. Inter-CubeSat laser communication between the HelioRing CubeSats is designed in order to use inexpensive ground stations. The thesis suggests
that there could be an additional CubeSat orbiting the Earth that would relay data
to the ground stations using RF communication. In this way, also the total cost of
the mission will stay relatively low, which is inherent for CubeSat missions. This is
the main reason why this thesis focuses on using a laser wavelength instead of RF in
deep-space communication.
The scope of the thesis is to design the concept and systems at high level rather
than to introduce detailed system designs. The critical subsystems, especially for
communication, are proposed and presented. The concept includes the design of
the communication architecture, the link budgets and the communication schedule.
Finally, it is demonstrated that the concept fulfils the requirements of the mission.
The results of the thesis demonstrate the feasibility of communication in the
HelioRing mission. Thus, the results are also significant for the feasibility of the whole
mission. Also, the results may be useful to other organisations who are interested
in designing a small spacecraft mission into deep space where laser communication
could be the choice for crosslinks or even for making communication to the Earth
feasible.

1.2

Structure of the thesis

The thesis is organized into five chapters, the first of which is this introductory
chapter. Chapter 2 gives an introduction to space weather and how it is forecast.
In Chapter 3, the overview of the HelioRing mission is presented and the thesis

proposes some system designs for the CubeSats. Chapter 4 comprises the background
theory of deep-space laser communication and the design of the laser communication
concept for the HelioRing mission. At the end of the same chapter, the concept is
briefly evaluated and compared to one possible RF communication concept. Finally,
Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis with conclusions and suggestions for future work.
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2

Space weather and its forecasting

The previous chapter explained why space weather forecasting is important and why
there is a need for increasing the prediction lead time of geomagnetic storms on the
Earth. In order to understand how the HelioRing mission would increase the lead
time, the origin and characteristics of space weather are discussed in more detail
in this chapter. Additionally, how space weather can be forecast by using in-situ
measurements is explained in short. At the end of the chapter, current and proposed
forecasting missions are briefly introduced.

2.1

Solar wind

The Sun continuously emits plasma in all directions from its corona. This stream
is called the solar wind and it consists mainly of electrons and protons, but also
heavier particles. The properties of the solar wind vary continuously in terms of
speed, density as well as magnetic strength and direction. During normal conditions,
the speed is below 450 km/s, which is referred to as low speed. But it can evolve
fast, up to around 600–800 km/s, which is known as fast solar wind. The magnitude
of the solar wind’s magnetic field is in the order of 4–5 nT during low and fast wind
speed at 1.0 AU. During a coronal mass ejection, the speed and magnetic strength
values can increase rapidly [23]. [3, p. 39]
CMEs are the most massive and hazardous eruptions from the Sun’s corona.
Although their average speed is in the order of 400 km/s, they can accelerate up to
3000 km/s or faster within a distance of some solar radii from the Sun [3, p. 51].
A fast CME, travelling about 1100 km/s, is shown in Figure 1 which was taken by
the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO). Superfast CMEs (≥2000 km/s)
are relatively rare [3, p. 64]. On the other hand, the interplanetary solar wind will
reduce the speed of a CME as it travels farther from the Sun. It has been studied
that the maximum speed at 1.0 AU can be around 2000 km/s [3, p. 58]. However, in
2012, a superfast CME having a speed of 2300±100 km/s at 1.0 AU was measured
by NASA’s Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO)-A spacecraft [4]. The
CME was the fastest ever observed at 1 AU. Luckily, the CME was not directed
to the Earth. What made the CME so fast was that there were two consecutive
and superfast CMEs in more or less the same direction. The first one cleared the
majority of the interplanetary solar wind medium in front. Therefore, the second one
did not experience a typical deceleration, and this led to the huge speed recorded at
1.0 AU. These kinds of phenomena are very rare, and therefore, this is a good reason
to assume 2300 km/s as the maximum speed for a CME at a distance of 1.0 AU. [4]
The angular widths of CMEs are typically in the range of 24◦ to 72◦ [3, p. 51].
Therefore, there can be much variation in the travel direction of a CME, and it can
still easily reach the Earth. The daily average CME rates are in the range from 1
(near solar minimum) to about 4 (near solar maximum) [3, p. 51]. The magnitude of
the magnetic field is usually between 10–100 nT during a CME at 1.0 AU [3, p. 58].
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Figure 1: A fast travelling CME seen by SOHO on February 27, 2000. The CME
reached a speed of about 1100 km/s. Courtesy: SOHO/LASCO.

2.2

Space weather forecasting

For forecasting geomagnetic storms and other possible effects on the Earth, there
are two major parameters that are of interest: the speed and southward4 component
(negative Bz ) of the magnetic field of a CME [3, p. 40, 55]. If Bz is southward oriented,
the magnetic fields of the CME and Earth reconnect and this allow the transfer of
energy of the CME into the magnetosphere resulting in possible geomagnetic storms
[24].
Even if an Earth-directed CME had a high speed, it would not cause strong
geomagnetic effects as long as the Bz is positive or only slightly negative [25]. But
if the Bz component is highly negative, and its duration is pronounced, the speed
of the CME and the geomagnetic activity correlate strongly. A faster CME will
transfer more energy to the Earth’s magnetosphere. The geomagnetic activity is
also further amplified by the duration of the high negative Bz value [3, p. 72]. That
is, a longer duration results in more energy transfer from the CME’s plasma to the
magnetosphere and, in turn, more powerful effects on the Earth. A large CME is
able to affect the magnetosphere for a long time (several hours) but negative Bz can
change considerably during a CME passage [26]. Therefore, it is not only important
to forecast the peak value of the negative Bz at the Earth, but also how long the
highly negative Bz values last in addition to the CME’s speed [3, p. 72].
To observe CMEs and other mass released from the Sun, one uses a coronagraph
[3, p. 50–51], such as SOHO. In images captured by a coronagraph, the Sun itself is
blocked so that one can see if CMEs are released. From several observation images
one can then estimate the speed of these eruptions [3, p. 50–51]. After this, one can
estimate when the CME would reach the Earth if it is Earth-directed. Depending
on the speed of the CME, the travel time can last from less than 20 hours (for
superfast CMEs) up to several days. The problem to date has been to determine
4

Relative to the Earth’s geographic poles.
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the accurate arrival time of a CME, and thus, predictions of the arrival time can
vary approximately ±12 hours from the real one [6]. But an even larger problem is
forecasting whether or not the CME is able to cause strong geomagnetic activity [2].
Although a massive CME is Earth-directed, it may lead to no strong geomagnetic
activity or other threats due to an only slightly negative Bz value. The strength and
direction of the Bz cannot be determined at the moment by observations from the
Earth or from space [2]. In fact, there have been false alarms of large CMEs that
seemed hazardous but did not cause strong effects on the Earth [8]. The geoeffective
potential of a CME can be accurately known only when it reaches the L1 point,
and hence, the ACE satellite. ACE measures the solar wind in detail, including the
strength and direction of the magnetic field with a magnetometer [27]. The ACE
spacecraft was launched already in 1997 and its operation will cease in the near
future due to the depletion of propellant for attitude control [27]. The successor of
ACE, the Deep Space Climate Observatory (DSCOVR) has already been launched
and it will start operation at the L1 point in 2016 [28].
However, though DSCOVR will replace ACE, the in-situ measurements for
continuous space weather forecasting are still made at one point (L1). Also, DSCOVR
will be the only spacecraft to measure the solar wind and forewarn of geomagnetic
storms in the near future [27]. If the properties (especially magnetic field properties)
of an Earth-directed CME would be available well in advance (at least several hours),
it could significantly improve the forecasting of the arrival time and Bz strength at
the Earth. This necessitates making in-situ measurements of the solar wind farther
from the Earth than the L1 point [5].
The direction of the magnetic field of a CME can change while travelling due to
interaction with other CMEs or a possible large-scale rotation of the CME [26]. It
should be noted that current forecasting models are not able to predict this behaviour
but only give some estimations about the speed and arrival time of CMEs [2]. However,
there has been promising research into this magnetic problem, and there exist some
models that can predict Bz strength at the Earth with relatively good accuracy by
using some magnetometer measurements from several space missions as reference
[5]. In order to put this model into practice, magnetic field measurements within
1.0 AU would be needed, preferably at around 0.70–0.95 AU. Further investigations
are, however, needed for reliable forecasting in addition to the study in [5] as it only
consisted of some CME examples.

2.3

Proposed space missions for forecasting

Points farther than the L1 have been of great interest to researchers for gaining
in-situ CME measurements more in advance [8]. If a traditional spacecraft was
placed closer to the Sun (from L1), it would eventually start to drift out of its stable
position on the Sun-Earth line. But if additional earthward thrust is applied at this
artificial Lagrange point (sub-L1), one can station-keep there (if the thrust is powerful
enough). In this regard, a solar sail technique has been proposed for station-keeping
at a sub-L1 point because of its indefinite thrust capability offered by the Sun. The
larger the sail, the farther a sub-L1 point from the Earth can be reached, since a
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larger sail area produces more thrust. [8]
The most advanced of this kind of proposed concepts is the Sunjammer mission
[8]. It is designed to station-keep at a sub-L1 point at 0.98 AU, which would allow
doubling the lead time compared to ACE. The spacecraft is capable of measuring the
strength and direction of the magnetic field as well as the speed and the density of
the solar wind. The major challenge of this mission is the opening of the spacecraft’s
large solar sail (40 m x 40 m) successfully in space. The spacecraft and its sail
are depicted in Figure 2. The attitude is controlled by four triangular vanes, one
in each corner. The largest sail (14 m x 14 m) to date has been demonstrated
by Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation Of the Sun (IKAROS) [29].
Therefore, Sunjammer’s demonstration would be a difficult but substantial step
forward in the field of solar sail technology. Sunjammer was set to launch in March
2015, but the mission was cancelled due to delivery problems of the satellite. The
real launch date is unknown. [8]

Figure 2: An illustration of the Sunjammer orbiting the Earth. The core (including
the main subsystems) of the satellite is in the center surrounded by the solar sail.
The spacecraft would fly from Earth orbit to its final sub-L1 point. [8]
In comparison with the Sunjammer, to be able to increase the prediction lead
time even more by station-keeping, one would need either a larger sail or a lighter
spacecraft [8]. This presents an extremely difficult challenge [8]. Another option
to make in-situ measurements is to have a greater number of spacecraft uniformly
distributed along a heliocentric orbit. This is the aim of the Coronal Mass Ejection
Analysis Reporting to Earth To Allow Keeping Everything Running (CARETAKER)
mission concept5 [9] in which six spacecraft would observe the Sun and measure
the solar wind in detail at 0.72 AU. This distance equals the orbital distance of
Venus from the Sun. The primary objective is to increase the prediction lead time of
5

The CARETAKER mission concept was designed by students and researchers in the Alpbach
Summer School in 2013. The concept has not been, however, officially proposed to any space
agency to date.
Website on the concept: http://www.summerschoolalpbach.at/index.php?file=students.htm
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geomagnetic storms on the Earth based on observations of propagation trajectories
and in-situ measurements of the properties of CMEs.
All CARETAKER spacecraft would be equipped with a magnetometer as well as a
plasma and ion monitor. Two of the six spacecraft would also contain a coronagraph to
gain stereo images of the Sun. This enables one to determine the trajectories of CMEs
accurately. The three closest spacecraft to the Earth would deliver data to the ground
station every 15 minutes. One would use X-band in communication. The spacecraft
would contain a 1-m parabolic high-gain antenna, and all six ground stations would
consist of 15-m dish antennas. The mission would require the construction of six
ground stations that would be more or less uniformly distributed along the longitude
axis. Two of the ground stations would communicate continuously with the spacecraft.
The orbit of the spacecraft is depicted in Figure 3. It also illustrates the L1 and
sub-L1 points in comparison with the orbit of CARETAKER. [9]
The CARETAKER mission would significantly advance space weather forecasting,
due to the much closer distance to the Sun in comparison with the L1 and sub-L1
points. Any necessary mitigation actions could be done well before a potentially
destructive CME will arrive at the Earth. The major disadvantage of the mission is
its large total cost estimate of 1300 million euros. The cost of the ground segment is
estimated to be approximately 400 million euros. In comparison, the total cost of the
Rosetta mission is about 1400 million euros, which can be considered as an expensive
space mission. The detailed CARETAKER concept is further presented in [9]. [9]

Figure 3: The orbit of the CARETAKER mission (figure not to scale). The six
spacecraft are represented as green circles. The L1 and sub-L1 (at 0.98 AU) points
are also illustrated.
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3

The HelioRing mission overview

The previous chapter discussed space weather and how the properties of CMEs
(especially the magnitude of the southward magnetic field direction), are important
to be forecast well in advance before they arrive at the Earth. The overview of the
HelioRing mission is presented in this chapter in order to show how the mission
strives to increase the prediction lead time of geomagnetic storms. The objectives
and requirements for the mission are defined first, followed by the mission description.
As already pointed out, there are no previous studies of this mission to date.
Thus, this thesis presents the mission for the first time and discusses the mission
briefly at a high level. The thesis proposes the configuration and subsystems for the
HelioRing CubeSats on a general level. In subsection 3.8, the thesis defines research
questions for the communication concept design. These questions are solved in the
next chapter. A brief summary of the mission is provided in Table 2 at the end of
this chapter.

3.1

Objectives of the mission

Before stating any objectives, it is important at first to present the goal of the
HelioRing mission in brief. The mission statement could be phrased as follows:
To provide magnetic field properties of Earth-directed coronal mass ejections
by using a CubeSat fleet in a heliocentric orbit for increasing the prediction
lead time of geomagnetic storms on the Earth.
It can be assumed that the maximum CME speed is 2300 km/s at the Earth
as discussed in subsection 2.1. The CubeSats are intended to be positioned in a
heliocentric orbit at around 0.6–0.8 AU, but the exact distance from the Sun has yet
to be decided. The following objectives for the mission have been stated:
Primary objectives:
1. To warrant a prediction lead time of at least three hours for the most extreme
geomagnetic storms based on in-situ magnetic field measurements.
2. To use only CubeSats as spacecraft in the mission in order to reduce costs.
3. To have a minimum operational lifetime of three years in the final heliocentric
orbit for each CubeSat.
Secondary objective:
4. To provide magnetic field properties of the solar wind around the Sun in near
real-time for scientific purposes.
Three hours for the minimum prediction lead time was chosen as an objective,
since it would permit necessary mitigation actions before a CME arrives at the Earth
[7]. This in not a strict objective as, e.g., a minimum lead time of two hours would
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also be a significant improvement in space weather forecasting. Though the exact
orbital distance is currently unknown, it is reasonable for this thesis to design the
communication concept for a single orbital distance. The concept is designed for the
orbital distance of 0.72 AU, since it is about in the middle of the anticipated range of
0.6–0.8 AU. It also equals the orbital distance of Venus from the Sun. Venus could
be used as a gravity assist during travelling from the Earth to the final orbit.
A CME that has been detected at 0.72 AU requires about five hours or more to
reach the Earth. Depending on the communication system, there is a certain delay
in delivering measurement data to the ground station. This has been taken into
account in Objective 1 and two hours are given for the delivery of the measurement
data. The total time (three hours prediction lead time + two hours communication
delay) corresponds to the maximum CME speed of about 2300 km/s when it reaches
the Earth. If the real orbital distance differs from 0.72 AU, the communication delay
may be different.
The minimum operational lifetime of three years was stated as one of the objectives,
since it is reasonable to aim at a multiyear space mission for space weather forecasting.
The three-year lifetime is estimated to be feasible, but it demands careful design,
since numerous CubeSat missions have failed for different reasons during their lifetime
[30].
Although only Earth-directed CMEs are relevant for forecasting, it would be
beneficial to also deliver also data from all CubeSats aside from this direction. This
data would be extremely valuable for scientific use, e.g., in order to advance space
weather forecasting with the increased data. It would also allow predicting the space
weather phenomena for other planets, such as for Mars during manned missions. It
should be noted that the delivery time of offside data is less strict in Objective 4
than in Objective 1, as the most critical measurement data will obviously be from
the closest CubeSats to the Earth.

3.2

Requirements of the mission

In order to achieve the objectives, the following seven main requirements for the
mission were derived together with a collaborative IWF research group:
1. Spacecraft shall make in-situ 3-axis magnetic field measurements of the solar
wind with the angular separation of a maximum of 36◦ heliospheric longitude
between two CubeSats and at an orbital distance range of 0.6–0.8 AU.
2. The magnitude of the magnetic field shall be measured with a resolution of
0.1 nT in the range 0 to 200 nT.
3. The uncertainty of the total magnetic field measurement shall not exceed ± 2
nT below 50 nT and ± 5% above 50 nT.
4. The magnetic field of the solar wind shall be measured with a time resolution
of one minute.
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5. The uncertainty of the magnetic field direction measurement shall not exceed
10◦ .
6. The systems and components of the CubeSats shall operate for a minimum of
three years in the final heliocentric orbit.
7. Measurement data shall be provided to at least one of the ground stations
within two hours once a CME has arrived at the orbital distance of the nearest
36◦ heliospheric longitude or sector to the Earth.
The closer to the Sun-Earth line a HelioRing CubeSat measures the magnetic
field properties of a CME, the more accurate the forecasting of the CME effects on
the Earth will be. Furthermore, the more spacecraft reside at the orbit, the closer to
the line one of the spacecraft continuously is. Therefore, there is a trade-off between
the separation angle of the CubeSats and the mission cost. The orbital separation
of 36◦ heliospheric longitude between two CubeSats is estimated to be sufficient for
relatively reliable space weather forecasting. This necessitates having ten CubeSats
in the fleet.
A further discussion for Requirements 1 and 2 can be found in subsections 2.1–2.2.
There is good reason to suppose that the magnitude of the magnetic field of even
the most extreme CMEs does not exceed 200 nT [31, 32]. Requirements 2–5 are
consistent with previous missions and observations near to 1 AU, and therefore the
required measurement accuracies are in the same order of magnitude as, e.g., for the
STEREO spacecraft for solar observation [32]. The values for Requirements 2, 3 and
4 are preliminary at the moment and they give just an order of magnitude of the
required performance. However, more exact and realistic values for the accuracies
should be studied in greater detail in future work.
The essential requirements for this thesis are Requirements 1, 4, 6 and 7. The
primary requirements for the thesis are Requirements 1 and 7 as they have a strong
impact on designing the communication concept. Furthermore, the required transmitting data rate for CubeSats is dependent on Requirement 4. The components
and systems that are selected for communication are dependent on Requirement 6.

3.3

Mission description

Following the mission requirements, a concept of how these will be achieved is
described briefly and at a high level in the following. The ten CubeSats will orbit
the Sun in a heliocentric orbit at 0.72 AU, which is depicted in Figure 4. They are
uniformly distributed in the orbit, resulting in an orbital separation of 36◦ .
The orbital separation of Venus and its nearest CubeSat is 18◦ . Therefore, the
distance between them is about 34 million km. Thus, the two CubeSats closest
to Venus experience some gravitational force of Venus. These two CubeSats might
contain only little more propellant that would be used for restoring the initial orbital
separation between the CubeSats. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to show the
demonstration of the effect of Venus using calculations. Instead, these can be shown
in future work.
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Figure 4: A representation of the heliocentric orbit of the CubeSats (figure not to
scale). The ten CubeSats are orbiting the Sun at 0.72 AU, i.e., at the same distance
as Venus. The CubeSats are distributed uniformly along the orbit, which leads to
the angular separation of 36◦ heliospheric longitude.
As mentioned above, the primary objective of the mission is to forewarn of
Earth-directed CMEs and provide data on their magnetic properties in near real-time.
Thus, if a CME had the potential to produce strong geomagnetic storms, it would
be known several hours beforehand, due to measurement data provided for future
forecasting algorithms. This is the major advantage of the HelioRing mission and
it would have a significantly positive effect on the safety of the global technological
systems.
If a CME was released from the Sun, it would reach 0.72 AU at some point,
where at least one CubeSat would detect the CME and would make measurements
of its magnetic field. And if the CME was Earth-directed, the CubeSat closest to
the Earth would eventually communicate with the ground station. Furthermore,
the ground station would deliver information of the future geomagnetic activity
to the relevant organizations (e.g., electricity distribution companies) who would
perform mitigation actions. The above process is illustrated in Figure 5. This is
the most important phase during the mission. However, the CubeSats would make
measurements independently of CMEs and provide the measurement data of the
solar wind regularly to the Earth.
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Figure 5: An illustration of the most important communication process for the mission
(figure not to scale). The two closest CubeSats to the Earth transmit measurement
data of CMEs to the ground station. In this case, a CME has reached 0.72 AU, and
its magnetic properties would be transmitted within a certain time period to the
ground station.

3.4

Spacecraft: CubeSat

The main reason to use CubeSats as spacecraft is that they are remarkably more inexpensive to design, build and launch compared to conventional spacecraft. Therefore,
several universities and organizations have been able to design their own satellites
and keep the total cost of their missions low. [15]
The first mention of a CubeSat dates back to the year 1999, when Bob Twiggs
from Stanford University and Jordi Puig-Suari from California Polytechnic University
introduced the platform [14]. In the same year, the CubeSat standard was developed
by California Polytechnic State University and Stanford University [14]. At that
time, the standard defined the limits for the dimensions and mass of a CubeSat [14].
The dimensions shall be 10 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm, which corresponds to 1 unit (U).
The mass shall not exceed 1.33 kg. The standard defines also regulations for, e.g.,
electrical power, materials and communication (see [33] for further CubeSat standard
definitions). A CubeSat that has been designed according to the standard can be
ejected from the launcher by the Poly Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD) [15].
Also other deployer systems exist [15]. The P-POD is an adapter that is integrated
into the launcher and, at a certain moment in space, the CubeSat will be jettisoned
to its desired orbit.
Since 1999, the standard has been updated several times and larger CubeSat
form factors have been introduced. In addition to 1U, the form factors of 2U, 3U,
6U, 12U and even 27U have been standardized and they are multiples of the 1U form
factor [34]. The most used form factors have been 1U and 3U [30, 35], the examples
of which are shown in Figure 6. They have been designed mostly for purposes of
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education, technology demonstration, or scientific research [15]. So far, about 300
CubeSats have been launched into space [13] and many more are under development.

Figure 6: Two typical forms of CubeSats. The flight model of the Polish 1U PW-sat
(launched in Feb. 2012) is on the left (a) [36]. The 3U configuration is illustrated on
the right (b), where the Finnish Aalto-1 CubeSat (due to be launched in mid-2016)
is orbiting the Earth [Courtesy: Pekka Laurila].
The form factors larger than 3U are widely of interest, since they allow more
volume and mass and, thus, more performance for such missions where CubeSats
could be able to travel farther in space and do operations that could be challenging
or even impossible with CubeSats of smaller form factors. In addition, CubeSat
subsystems have advanced and matured significantly since the early years, which
enables one to design new kinds of missions. [34]
These new missions are mainly based on the 6U form factor, and there are several
ambitious concepts to the Moon [37], L1 point [38], Mars [19], and even to Jupiter
[39]. 6U has the size of 12 cm × 24 cm × 36 cm and shall have a mass of no more
than 12 kg [34]. This form of a CubeSat is jettisoned from a Canisterized Satellite
Dispenser (CSD) instead of P-POD or from another deployer [34]. Probably the
most well-known and advanced 6U CubeSat mission is currently the MarCO mission
[19], in which two identical 6U CubeSats will be launched to Mars. Both CubeSats
will be ejected from the launcher in near-Earth space and they will fly independently
to Mars. They will be able to do correction manoeuvres for their trajectories after
the separation. Therefore, the MarCO mission to Mars probably represents a real
deep-space mission with CubeSats for the first time in 2018. The CubeSats will not
orbit Mars, but they will perform a flyby and will only relay to the Earth information
of the landing of the InSight lander. The 6U MarCO CubeSat is illustrated in
Figure 7.
The MarCO CubeSats have one of the state-of-the-art antenna concepts for
CubeSats as they will be equipped with a high-gain reflect-array X-band antenna
(the yellow plate in Figure 7) [17]. The antenna has a gain of about 28 dB. The
more gain the spacecraft’s antenna has, the smaller dish is needed on the ground
station (see Appendix A). Alternatively, a higher gain enables a higher data rate if
needed, by keeping the dish size the same. Even though the MarCO CubeSats have
their high-gain antennas, they require one of the DSN stations which has a 70-m
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Figure 7: An illustration of the 6U MarCO CubeSat. The yellow plate at the top
represents a high-gain reflect-array antenna at X-band. [Courtesy: NASA JPL]
dish in order to achieve a data rate of 8 kbits/s from Mars. This is a low data rate
and it is due to the high free-space loss in the link.
There are also several other 6U CubeSats under development. Many of them
are due to be launched in 2018 when NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) rocket
[40] is scheduled to be launched for the first time. SLS is a new promising rocket
for launching, e.g., 6U CubeSats to out of Earth orbit. In 2018, SLS is supposed to
launch at least four 6U CubeSats as secondary payload, such as Lunar Flashlight
to the Moon, BioSentinel into a heliocentric orbit, and NEA Scout to a near-Earth
asteroid [40]. SLS will have the capacity to accommodate up to eleven 6U CubeSats
with a single launch and, thus, it enables realistic launch probabilities for this form
factor into deep space in the future. Therefore, it could be also the logical choice for
the HelioRing mission.
This thesis suggests the 6U form factor for the HelioRing CubeSats, as it is
anticipated that all the required subsystems would probably fit into the 6U form
factor but probably not into 3U. On the other hand, the 12U form factor would have
enough volume to accommodate all subsystems. However, it is uncertain whether
there will be launch opportunities for this form factor in the future, despite the
standardization of 12U. In addition, the 12U form factor would result in a higher
launch cost as the structure has more mass [34].

3.5

Subsystems

A deep-space CubeSat demands many new design approaches compared to CubeSats
orbiting in LEO. There is probably a need for a propulsion system and a more
powerful communication system as well as a more accurate and more demanding
attitude determination and control system (ADACS). These technologies, including
the magnetometer payload, are critical for HelioRing and are discussed briefly in the
following subsections. [41]
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3.5.1

Attitude determination and control systems (ADACSs)

A typical ADACS in LEO is equipped with a magnetometer and perhaps with an
Earth sensor, which cannot be utilized in deep space for attitude determination [42].
In addition, magnetotorquers cannot be used for attitude control because of the
absence of the Earth’s magnetic field. A Sun sensor, however, can be used in deep
space for coarse attitude determination and a star sensor for precise determination
[30]. For precise attitude control, reaction wheels are typically used, also in CubeSats
[30]. To detumble the wheels, magnetotorquers are often used [30]. Again, the
magnetotorquers cannot be used in deep space for detumbling, and other systems
are needed [42]. Typically, propulsion systems are used for this problem, which is
possible for a 6U CubeSat due to the larger volume compared to the smaller form
factors [42].
3.5.2

Propulsion systems

There are a few options for how the HelioRing CubeSats could reach their final
orbit. Firstly, the CubeSats could be launched inside a carrier. This carrier would
fly independently to 0.72 AU, where it would dispense the CubeSats at certain time
intervals. Secondly, the CubeSats could travel independently from a Geostationary
Transfer Orbit (GTO) to the final orbit [42]. GTO is typically used for geostationary
satellites where these satellites use their propulsion system in order to reach geostationary orbit [42]. The first option would require additional launch mass due to the
carrier, which would result in a significantly higher launch cost. Costs would also be
increased due to additional requirements for integrating the carrier to the launcher.
Also, the option would require the development of the carrier.
This thesis recommends the second option, which two main advantages: (1)
the option would require only the CubeSats with a propulsion system which would
enable travelling from GTO to the final orbit. (2) the option would enable the initial
phase of HelioRing to be significantly more affordable due to the lighter launch mass.
Nonetheless, it is not straightforward to design this initial phase for several reasons:
firstly, no CubeSat has been in deep space to date [16]; secondly, ten CubeSats
would probably travel at the same time to the same orbit; finally, only some cold-gas
systems for propulsion have been used in CubeSats to date [43]. These systems allow
only small trajectory corrections. However, when upcoming deep-space CubeSat
missions will become a reality, one will have experience of them, and propulsion
systems will have demonstrated their performance and reliability.
There has been research on propulsion systems for CubeSats that are based on
either chemical, electrical, or solar sail systems [44, 45]. Solar sail systems have
demonstrated their performance for CubeSats, but it is anticipated that this technique
would be too difficult for the initial phase. There is only little experience in solar
sails [45] and a fleet of ten CubeSats might become too complex to control [42].
Chemical and electrical propulsion systems require propellant to gain thrust.
Therefore, it is typically desired to have as little propellant as possible in a spacecraft
in order to save volume and mass for other subsystems as well as to save launch mass.
Thus, these propulsion systems typically demand a good thrust efficiency, which is
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measured by specific impulse [44]. That is, a propulsion system with a higher specific
impulse needs less propellant mass to achieve a certain speed. Electrical propulsion
systems have a significantly higher specific impulse than chemical propulsion systems
[44]. On the other hand, their thrust levels are much weaker compared to chemical
propulsion, which leads to a longer time required for reaching a certain speed. [44]
There has been research on electrical propulsion systems for CubeSats that achieve
a high specific impulse [44, 46]. They typically require only little system mass and
volume. One choice would be Indium Field Emission Electric Propulsion (In-FEEP)
electrical propulsion systems [44, 46], which are able to achieve extremely high specific
impulse and thrust levels up to 1 mN. Some state-of-the-art In-FEEP systems are
described in [46].
The thesis recommends electrical propulsion, e.g., In-FEEP systems for HelioRing,
as only those systems might offer a sufficient specific impulse for the CubeSats to
fly from an Earth orbit to the final orbit. During the travelling, the CubeSats
could exploit Venus as a gravity assist [42] when it is on the other side of the Sun.
Thus, propellant mass could be saved and the CubeSats would not need to consume
propellant to slow down their speed for the final orbit. A completely new study
would be required for determining how the CubeSats would fly to their final orbit,
and this thesis can provide only this brief background into the field.
3.5.3

Payload: Magnetometer

Magnetometers have been used in many NASA and European Space Agency’s (ESA)
deep-space missions to explore the magnetic conditions in their target. The magnitude
of the magnetic fields is typically very weak, in the order of nT, which demands
good sensor sensitivity and accuracy [10, 47]. However, there is another, even larger
challenge. Since the interplanetary magnetic fields are so weak, the spacecraft’s
own magnetic field can disturb the measurements. The disturbances are due to the
electrical equipment and structure of the spacecraft. Therefore, it is necessary to
minimize magnetic disturbances under a certain level of magnitude. Further benefit
is also achieved by placing the magnetometer sensor away from the spacecraft’s
structure, and thus, farther away from the disturbances. The placing is often done
by setting a boom out of the spacecraft. These booms can be several metres long
[10, 47]. In addition, there can be additional magnetometer sensors inside or closer
the spacecraft and they can be used for more efficient mitigation of background noise.
The boom can be either fixed or deployable. The sensor is connected to a board
(typically inside the spacecraft) which is responsible for the power supply for the
sensor and the handling of the measurement data. [47]
Magnetometers have also been used in most CubeSats, but for a different reason,
namely to determine the attitude of the satellite. The Earth produces a magnetic
field of many orders of magnitude higher that of the solar wind or a CME, and one
does not need the same accuracy for the sensor as in typical deep-space missions.
The magnetic cleanliness is also not a concern in LEO, since the Earth’s magnetic
field is several orders of magnitude stronger than the magnitude of disturbances. [48]
Huge progress has recently been made using CubeSats in the measurement of
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the properties of weak magnetic fields [48]. Some CubeSats have had a sensitive
magnetometer as payload, such as the CubeSat for Ions, Neutrals, Electrons, &
MAgnetic fields (CINEMA) 3U CubeSat (launched in Sep. 2012 into LEO) [48].
CINEMA’s magnetometer sensor was deployed with a wire by centrifugal force. This
CubeSat uses a sensor called MAGnetometer from Imperial College (MAGIC) [49],
which can also be considered for the HelioRing CubeSats. Its calibrated sensitivity of 2
nT gives a good baseline for developing the magnetometers for the HelioRing CubeSats.
In addition, recent years have shown
that high accuracy (absolute uncertainty < 1
√
nT) and sensitivity (< 10 pT/ Hz) are achievable with small sensor board areas
(tens of cm2 ) [50]. Furthermore, spaceborne magnetometers have also demonstrated
wide dynamic ranges (hundreds of nT) and good radiation tolerance, which makes
the demonstrated systems promising for space weather forecasting [50].
In addition to CINEMA, the Dellingr 6U CubeSat will represent the state-of-theart CubeSat magnetometer system (expected to be launched in mid-2016 into LEO)
[51]. Dellingr uses a deployable boom of 76 cm in length when extended. Dellingr
and its deployed boom are shown in Figure 8 and the same system would offer a
good baseline for designing the boom for a HelioRing CubeSat. Finding out how the
sufficient magnetic cleanliness and required accuracy could be achieved for a sensor
system would require a study of its own.

Figure 8: An artist’s impression of the Dellingr 6U CubeSat developed by NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight Center. The boom for the magnetometer is deployed in the
bottom right. [Courtesy: NASA, Luis H. Santos]
The volumetric allocation of subsystems for a HelioRing CubeSat is presented
in Chapter 4 in order to determine the volume limit for the main communication
system. The thesis considers the following main subsystems to be used in a 6U
HelioRing CubeSat:
1. Housekeeping subsystems, including on-board computer, batteries and electrical
power supply system.
2. Attitude determination and control system (ADACS).
3. Propulsion system.
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4. Ultra high frequency (UHF) communication system for the initial phase of the
mission (to be used before flying out of Earth orbit).
5. Science payload, i.e. the magnetometer and its board.
6. Main communication system.
UHF communication systems are typically used when CubeSats are dispensed from
the launcher [15]. They allow contact to the ground station independently on the
attitude of the CubeSat.

3.6

Challenges

Despite several ambitious objectives and a significance for humanity, the HelioRing
mission has some unique challenges in space that no CubeSat has faced to date. One
of the major challenges is the communication between the CubeSats and ground
stations. No CubeSat has been farther than the HelioRing CubeSats would be,
even if one took the MarCO Cubesats into account [19]. Also, it is necessary to
communicate with the HelioRing CubeSats more frequently, actually many times
within 24 hours with the closest CubeSats (see Requirement 1). This leads to the
need to have several ground stations all around the world, since if only one ground
station was used, it would sometimes be on the night side and continuous space
weather forecasting would not be possible. Furthermore, communication with a fleet
of ten CubeSats is also challenging due to little experience of fleet space missions.
This requires well-designed timing for communication where the communication delay
can be several minutes due to the long distances involved.
The second major challenge is reaching the final orbit for the HelioRing CubeSats
(see subsection 3.5.2 for details). One challenge is also particle radiation in space. The
HelioRing CubeSats must withstand ionizing radiation at least for three years and
preferably even longer. All CubeSats have been in LEO [16] where radiation conditions
are less of concern [15]. In LEO, the Earth’s magnetic field provides protection
against galactic cosmic rays as well as against particle radiation originating from the
Sun [15]. Additionally, typical CubeSat missions last from several months to a few
years, whereas the HelioRing CubeSats will be exposed to radiation for much longer,
which makes the problem even more challenging [15]. However, there is extensive
experience in space radiation protection from several deep-space missions and, thus,
this challenge is considered less problematic than the first two. Nevertheless, there
will most likely be a need for radiation-hardened components for critical subsystems
and radiation shielding might became challenging due to the limited CubeSat size
and mass [15].
The last challenge is to achieve sufficient magnetic cleanliness for the CubeSats
and the required accuracy for the magnetometer. However, this challenge is estimated
less problematic compared to the others as there is long experience in spaceborne
magnetometer instruments [10, 50]. The following list summarizes briefly the major
challenges for HelioRing, of which the first two are considered the most difficult:
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1. How can all CubeSats communicate with the Earth from deep space in near
real-time?
2. How to place the CubeSats in their final orbit?
3. How to ensure that the CubeSats will endure the radiation conditions in deep
space for at least three years?
4. How to achieve sufficient magnetic cleanliness for the CubeSats and the required
accuracy for the magnetometer?

3.7

Schedule

The activity of the Sun varies in 11-year cycles, which are counted from one solar
minimum to the next [52]. In a solar maximum period, there are more CMEs released
from the Sun, as discussed in Chapter 2. During a solar minimum period, the Sun’s
activity is low and large CMEs are rarer, even though a massive eruption can occur
at any time [2]. Thus, the thesis suggests the beginning of a solar maximum period
for the starting point of the operation at 0.72 AU.
The last solar maximum was in the year 2013, and thus, the near-maximum period
can be considered to occur during the period from 2013 and 2015. It is expected
that the next near-maximum periods will occur around 2024–2026 and 2035–2037
[52]. Therefore, the ideal year for starting the operation at 0.72 AU would be in 2024
(or 2034). However, the exact date and year also depend on many other things, and
determining the most beneficial starting point would require further work. Moreover,
due to the several substantial challenges and probably demanding subsystems, the
mission may require a precursor mission. In the pre-mission, subsystem and some
operational tests would take place, e.g., in near-Earth space. In addition, the number
of CubeSats would probably be only a few, in order to reduce costs.

3.8

Research questions on data communications

This thesis aims to solve the aforementioned Challenge 1 (see subsection 3.6). The
most critical open questions regarding communication are the following:
1. What is the size of the data that the magnetometer produces for a single
measurement?
2. What other information is needed in addition to a magnetic field measurement?
3. How often will the measurement data packets be transmitted?
4. What housekeeping data is worth transmitting? How big is this data and how
often will it be transmitted?
5. Eventually, once the above questions have been solved, what is the minimum
data rate for communication?
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6. What is the maximum communication delay from the nearest 36◦ heliospheric
longitude at 0.72 AU to the Earth?
7. What systems will be used for communication and how much volume will they
occupy?

3.9

Generated data to be transmitted from one CubeSat

It is worthwhile to determine the minimum data rate to be transmitted from one
HelioRing CubeSat by estimating the data rate generated. Data that will eventually
be transmitted to the ground stations is comprised of the payload and housekeeping
(H/K) data of the CubeSats. The payload data consists of 3-axis magnetic field
measurements, which are taken every second. For the final payload data, the
measurements are averaged to one minute. A one-axis measurement contains 16 bits
of data, which is sufficient according to Requirement 2.
If measurements were taken for one minute, the 3-axis measurement data would
then contain data of 3 × 16 bits = 48 bits. For the final payload packet, there is an
estimated 10 % overhead, which contains system information of the measurements
(e.g., time stamps) [53]. Finally, the final size of payload data for a single CubeSat is
about 53 bits from one-minute measurements and the generated payload data rate is
thus about 1 bit/s.
H/K data contains information about the status of the spacecraft. Some relevant
H/K data points are the following [54, p. 442–443]:
1. Temperature measurements at several points in the spacecraft.
2. The status of payload and other subsystems.
3. Power system parameters such as voltages in different systems, and the health
of batteries and solar panels.
4. ADACS data, such as pointing history and data from sensors.
As was discussed in subsection 3.5, there are only proposals for the type of the
subsystems, the H/K data rate (generated) cannot be estimated accurately. There
are, however, some small-satellite space missions that could be used as a baseline.
H/K data from the TUGSAT-1 satellite was the only reference [55] that was found,
but it is sufficient to give a reasonable baseline for estimating the H/K data rate for
a HelioRing CubeSat. TUGSAT-1 is a cube whose one side is 20 cm long. It has also
several same subsystem types, such as a star tracker, as proposed for the HelioRing
CubeSats. TUGSAT-1 generates H/K data of about 6.0 Mbits (compressed) per day.
Thus, the H/K data rate is 69.4 bits/s. For a HelioRing CubeSat, a 15 % margin is
added. Therefore, the estimated H/K data rate for a single CubeSat is 80 bits/s.
After all, the final data rate (including payload data) generated for a HelioRing
CubeSat is estimated to be 81 bits/s. Table 1 summarizes the data rates generated
by a CubeSat at 0.72 AU for data transmission. It can be seen that the H/K data
rate clearly dominates the final generated data rate. Therefore, according to these
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calculations, the time resolution of magnetic measurements could be much lower, e.g.
ten seconds, if necessary. Finally, Table 2 summarizes the HelioRing mission briefly.
Table 1: The generated data rates estimated for a HelioRing CubeSat at 0.72 AU for
data transmission.
Data
Payload
Housekeeping
Total

Generated data rate (bits/s)
1
80
81

Table 2: A summary of the HelioRing mission
Subject
Mission statement

Objectives 1.–4.

Description
To provide magnetic field properties of Earthdirected coronal mass ejections by using a CubeSat
fleet in a heliocentric orbit for increasing the prediction lead time of geomagnetic storms on the
Earth.
Primary objectives:
1. To warrant a prediction lead time of at least
three hours for the most extreme geomagnetic storms based on in-situ magnetic field
measurements.
2. To use only CubeSats as spacecraft in the
mission in order to reduce costs.
3. To have a minimum operational lifetime of
three years in the final heliocentric orbit for
each CubeSat.
Secondary objectives:
4. To provide magnetic field properties of the
solar wind around the Sun in near real-time
for scientific purposes.

Orbit
Number of CubeSats
Configuration for CubeSats
Payload

Heliocentric at around 0.6–0.8 AU. This thesis
focuses on the orbit at 0.72 AU.
10
6U (12 cm × 24 cm × 36 cm, max. 12 kg)
Magnetometer
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4

Laser communication concept design for the
HelioRing mission

The previous chapter presented the HelioRing mission, including its objectives and
requirements. Given these descriptions, communication can be designed between
the CubeSats and the Earth according to the mission requirements. This chapter
discusses different options to communicate and ends up using a laser wavelength in
communication. In fact, the main benefit in using laser communication (lasercom) is
that this technology offers an opportunity to design inter-CubeSat communication
for the mission. This communication method can then be used for delivering the data
from all HelioRing CubeSats to the Earth. The closer distance to the Earth leads
eventually to a lower free-space loss for downlinking the data to the ground stations.
The thesis suggests an additional CubeSat to be used in a Sun-synchronous duskdawn orbit and this satellite would downlink the mission data using RF instead of
laser communication. Finally, the free-space loss will be so low that very inexpensive
amateur RF ground stations can be used instead of expensive large optical or
RF ground stations. The inexpensive ground station network is one of the major
advantages of the laser communication concept.
This chapter begins with the introduction to the advantages and challenges of deepspace laser communication, following a discussion in the communication scenarios.
After this, the laser link budgets are calculated. Next, data communications is
designed in order to show that the laser communication concept fulfils the mission
requirements. At the end of this chapter, the laser concept is evaluated in comparison
with a possible RF communication concept in order to highlight the advantages and
disadvantages of both concepts. Finally, the laser concept is briefly summarized in a
tabulated form (see page 64).

4.1

Advantages and challenges of deep-space laser
communication

Laser communication has been demonstrated in many space missions [57]. Typically,
these have been satellite–ground links, but also inter-satellite lasercom has been
demonstrated in some missions, such as the Semiconductor-laser Intersatellite Link
EXperiment (SILEX) [58]. This inter-satellite lasercom is depicted in Figure 9. In
this program, data was relayed between the ARTEMIS and SPOT-4 satellites.
However, deep-space lasercom has not been demonstrated, even though there
have been laser beam pointing demonstrations from as far as 24 million km from
the Earth [21]. Several deep-space lasercom missions have been designed to date,
but none of them have yet been realized as a space mission [21]. Lasercom using a
CubeSat will probably be demonstrated for the first time by the OCSD mission in
the upcoming years [22]. In this mission, a 1.5U CubeSat will communicate with a
laser with the ground station from LEO. Furthermore, there are several deep-space
CubeSat mission proposals where lasercom is used, such as [39, 42].
Deep-space lasercom imposes a number of challenges, but also several major
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Figure 9: An artist’s illustration of inter-satellite laser communication between
ARTEMIS and SPOT-4 satellites. In reality, the distance between the satellites was
much larger as ARTEMIS communicated from geostationary orbit (GEO) to LEO.
[58]
advantages. Both are shown in Table 3. One of the major advantages is a more
lightweight communication system on a spacecraft [59]. This is mainly because an
optical antenna aperture can be small, but still the antenna gain is much higher
compared to traditional RF approaches [59]. Also, there are no frequency restrictions
in lasercom unlike in RF communication bands. [21]
One of the major challenges in deep-space lasercom is the stringent pointing
accuracy requirement [21]. Due to a more narrower beamwidth compared to RF
communication, an even small miss-point can result in a total loss of the signal [21].
Another major challenge is the atmosphere of the Earth [21]. The uplink beam is
refracted and broadened by the atmosphere, which leads to difficulties in directing
the beam correctly and achieving sufficient transmit power into deep space. These
challenges do not take place in the laser downlink on the same scale [59]. However,
there are still large losses due to the atmosphere (especially from clouds) [59].
Table 3: The major advantages and challenges of deep-space laser communication.
Advantages
More lightweight communication system
Higher data rates
Unrestricted use of optical
spectrum band

Challenges
Stringent pointing requirements
The atmosphere of the Earth
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4.2

Communication scenarios for the mission

Communication between the HelioRing CubeSats and the ground stations, i.e. the
Earth, can be designed in several ways. There are three scenarios for communicating
with the Earth that have been found to date, of which the thesis recommends the
first one:
1. Laser communication (lasercom) between the CubeSats and the use of a relayCubeSat (RelayCube) for delivering the data to the Earth.
2. Laser communication between the CubeSats and the ground stations.
3. Radio frequency (RF) communication between the CubeSats and the ground
stations.
4.2.1

Laser communication between the CubeSats

The first scenario utilizes laser crosslinks between CubeSats, where each CubeSat
communicates with its neighbouring CubeSats. The method is depicted in Figure 10.
The ten CubeSats are distributed uniformly along the orbit, which leads to the
angular separation of 36◦ . The 36◦ sector represents the critical sector from the
mission point of view as it is required the CubeSats inside (or on edges of) this sector
will be transmitting data to the ground station within 120 minutes from the latest
measurement. The orbital planes of the Cubesats equal to the orbital plane of the
Earth. The orbital plane of Venus differs slightly from that of the Earth, but it does
affect the performance of the communication concept.
The CubeSat closest to the Earth communicates with a CubeSat called RelayCube,
which orbits the Earth in a Sun-synchronous dusk-dawn orbit and is almost always
visible to the other CubeSats. An altitude of 730 km would be ideal for RelayCube
as, in this case, the duration of a solar eclipse is at minimum [56]. In this orbit and
altitude, there is an eclipse period of 18 minutes per orbital period for about two
months of a year. This duration is acceptable as the maximum communication delay
is two hours. It is, however, necessary to take this into account in the design process.
When RelayCube communicates with the closest CubeSat, the background noise
from the Sun will increase at some point so high that communication is no longer
possible. For this problem, RelayCube communicates with the second closest CubeSat. RelayCube relays data from all CubeSats to the ground stations using RF
communication. The major advantage of this scenario is that the construction and
operations of the ground stations are significantly more affordable compared to the
RF communication scenario (see subsection 4.2.3). The RF ground stations can
have just simple and inexpensive UHF amateur RF systems in order to achieve a
sufficient data rate (see subsection 4.7.4). It should be noted that the details of the
RF communication and required RF systems for this link are beyond the scope of
the thesis and, therefore, they are only briefly discussed in subsection 4.7.4. The
detailed RF link budget should be calculated in future work.
The data flow from the CubeSats towards RelayCube depends on which side of the
Sun the CubeSats are seen from Earth. The CubeSats on the right side deliver data
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to the closest CubeSat clockwise and those situated on the left side counter-clockwise.
The data to the Earth consists of payload and housekeeping (H/K) data. The data
from the Earth to the CubeSats contains commands and different status messages of
data transmission, such as “data received successfully”, as well as updates of orbital
parameters. The parameters are needed in navigation and directing a laser beam
during communication in the right direction.

Figure 10: A representation of the heliocentric orbit and laser communication between
the CubeSats (figure not to scale). The ten CubeSats are orbiting the Sun at 0.72
AU, i.e., at the same distance as Venus.

4.2.2

Laser communication between the CubeSats and the ground stations

The second option for communicating is to construct four to six optical ground
stations uniformly distributed over the world in order to communicate with the
closest CubeSats several times per day. All other CubeSats also communicate with
the Earth, but less frequently (e.g., once per day). This number of ground stations is
needed due to the fact that the ground stations must communicate with the nearest
CubeSats several times per day and communication is not possible from the night
side of the Earth. This scenario has enormous challenges due to the atmosphere of
the Earth [21]. Therefore, this scenario is not recommended because of the major
challenges in the uplink processes that were discussed in subsection 4.1.
4.2.3

Radio frequency (RF) communication between the CubeSats and
the ground stations

The third scenario is similar to the second, but RF communication systems are used
instead of optical systems. A link budget for this scenario is calculated in Appendix
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A. By using state-of-the-art communication systems in a HelioRing CubeSat, the
ground stations would still need to have about a 21-m dish in order to communicate
with the farthest CubeSats from about 1.72 AU even with a very low data rate of
about 85 bits/s. As the generated data rate was estimated to be about 81 bits/s
in subsection 3.9, it becomes clear that a data rate for data transmission must be
higher. This is because the ground stations will also communicate with the other
CubeSats and new data is generated during the communication process.
Three ground stations is the minimum number that enables one to communicate
continuously with a deep-space spacecraft. Otherwise, by using only two, there will
be a point when the ground station antenna should point to the horizon, which would
lead to too high losses due to the atmosphere. The construction and operations
of three of these kinds of large stations have significant costs. For example, the
construction and implementation cost of one of Deep Space Network’s (DSN’s) 34-m
antennas was approximately 33 million dollars [60, p. 7]. Also, the annual operations
cost is about 2 million dollars. The antenna is larger than the estimated minimum
size for HelioRing, but it gives a baseline for estimating the possible costs for at least
three RF ground stations needed for the mission.
In addition, the ground segment of the CARETAKER has been estimated to
be around 400 million euros [9]. If one compares the ground segment of six ground
stations to HelioRing in which three stations would be used, the HelioRing ground
segment would cost roughly 200 million euros and still the dish size of 15 m would be
too small. In the light of this, CubeSat missions can be considered relatively affordable
space missions. Even though the total mission cost depends on the destination, a
deep-space CubeSat mission has been estimated to cost roughly 30 million euros [42].
In this regard, the ground segment cost of HelioRing would significantly increase the
total cost of the HelioRing mission in this scenario.
Another disadvantage of the RF concept is that there would be a communication
outage at some point when the CubeSat orbits closer to the Sun seen from the Earth
(see Appendix B for further details and calculations). It is estimated that this point
occurs when the spacecraft is 1.5◦ to the Sun seen from the Earth. At this angle the
background noise is significantly increased. Thus, if the diameter of the ground station
antenna was not increased to overcome this noise, it is estimated that communication
would be blocked. This leads to the situation that one cannot forewarn of CMEs
for approximately two days. That is a long time from the standpoint of space
weather forecasting, since there are about six communication outages per year. These
outages occur almost equal time intervals in a year as it takes some time when
the next CubeSat orbits close to the Sun seen from the Earth. It is calculated in
Appendix B that the durations of the communication outages comprise 3.2 % of the
mission lifetime. This is a disadvantage, but it is not considered too considerable as
forecasting is estimated to be possible 96.8 % of the mission lifetime.
There could be one scenario more in which the CubeSat crosslinks are at RF
instead of optical wavelengths. It was, however, realized during the communication
design process that even by using the state-of-the-art RF systems in the CubeSats,
crosslink communication would not be possible as the free-space loss is too high. It
is beyond the scope of this study to provide a demonstration of the RF CubeSat
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crosslink. Instead, another study is needed, in which this is shown by calculations.
After the presentation of all three scenarios, the first, i.e., the lasercom concept, is
recommended to be used for communication in the HelioRing mission. In addition, an
RF communication system is included in each CubeSat as a secondary communication
system. It is assumed that the large existing RF ground stations, such as the DSN,
are available for use from time to time (e.g., in an emergency situation) within the
same concept. Furthermore, it is also assumed that they can be used in the initial
phase of the mission in order for the CubeSats to be guided to the final orbit, as
well as for obtaining the location and velocity of the CubeSats from the Earth.

4.3

Link budget design for the crosslinks between the
CubeSats at 0.72 astronomical unit (AU)

Link budget design is typically an iterative process and so it is also for the laser
communication link budget. The lasercom link budget design is presented in this
subsection. It took numerous iterative times in order to obtain a link budget that is
feasible. The main steps in the design process [61, 62] are the following:
1. to obtain the received power,
2. from the received power to obtain the number of detected photons,
3. to determine the background noise, and
4. to determine the data and bit error rate.
4.3.1

Link equation and received signal power

The first step is to determine what is the received power when a laser pulse is
transmitted from one CubeSat to another. The received power Pr is given [59] by
Pr = Pt Gt Gr Ls ηpt ηpr ηt ηr

(1)

where
Pt
Gt
Gr
Ls
ηpt
ηpr
ηt
ηr
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average (root mean square) transmit power
transmitter gain
receiver gain
free-space loss
pointing efficiency of the transmitter
pointing efficiency of the receiver
transmitter efficiency, and
receiver efficiency.

The free-space loss Ls is
Ls =
where

λ
4πR

!2

(2)
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λ
R

is the carrier wavelength, and
is the range between two CubeSats.

The carrier wavelength for deep-space lasercom is typically considered in the
range of around 500 to 2000 nm [63, p. 354]. The angular separation of 36◦ between
two CubeSats leads to R of about 67 × 106 km. This distance is assumed to be a
fixed value, since there is no significant variation in R in the long term.
The transmitter gain can be approximated [59] as
πDt 2
(3)
Gt =
λ
where Dt is the aperture diameter of the transmitter. The same applies to the
receiver gain and is given similarly as in equation (3).
As a result of the iterative process in the laser link design, the parameter values
listed in Table 4 are recommended for equation (1). Thus, the obtained Pr =
−133.92 dBW. The reasons for these values are further discussed in the following
subsections. In deep-space lasercom, there is a need for a high peak transmit power
in order to circumvent the enormous free-space loss. Typically, in such a case, one
uses Pulse-Position modulation (PPM), which is widely proposed for deep-space
lasercom. In PPM, data is transmitted via short pulses. PPM is discussed in more
detail in subsection 4.3.4. Therefore, the objective was to achieve as high Pr as
possible with the trade-off between volume, mass, complexity and power achievable
for the transmitter. [63, p. 331–332]
The efficiencies of the transmitter and receiver were approximated and concluded
from some deep-space lasercom studies representing similar values as in Table 4
[64], [65] and [63, p. 175]. The transmitter efficiency, ηt , is mainly composed of the
efficiency of the optics, laser beam coupling to the optics and the far field. The receiver
efficiency, ηr , is mainly comprised of the efficiency of the optics, laser scattering, the
polarization loss, and the transmission loss through a narrow-bandpass filter. The
filter, situated before the photon detector, is used for minimizing background light.
[21]


4.3.2



Laser transceiver

A transceiver is composed of a transmitter and a receiver. This subsection focuses
on a transmitter. The most important component of the receiver is a detector that is
chosen in subsection 4.3.5. In seeking an efficient laser transmitter, there are many
options for deep-space laser communication, such as pulsed lasers, fiber-waveguide
amplifiers and pulsed-diode lasers [63, p. 337–345]. One choice for pulsed-diode
lasers could be a Q-switched laser (at around 1064 nm), which is widely considered
for deep-space lasercom missions because of its inherent ability to produce short but
high peak power pulses [63, p. 235]. The Q means here the quality factor of the laser
resonator. In laser transmitting, the length of pulses is typically tens of ns and the
peak power some or tens of kW.
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Table 4: Proposed link budget values for the received power Pr .
Parameter
Pt
Gt
Gr
Dt and Dr
λ
Ls
R
ηpt
ηpr
ηt
ηr
Pr

Value
22 W

Value (in dB)
13.42 dBW
107.79
107.79

8.3 cm
1064 nm
−357.91
6

67 × 10 km
0.92
0.92
0.79
0.75

−0.75
−0.75
−2.0
−2.5
−133.92 dBW

There are two types of Q-switched lasers: passively and actively Q-switched
lasers. In a passively Q-switched laser, the repetition frequency of pulses is fixed
and therefore, this laser type cannot be used for encoding data [66]. Instead, many
deep-space lasercom designs that have been developed are based on an actively
Q-switched laser. However, actively Q-switched lasers are inherently bulky systems
[67] and, thus, it is not advisable to consider that technology for a CubeSat mission.
Another laser option for the transmitter could be a pulsed-diode laser. This type
of laser contains a laser diode that can be amplitude-modulated. The transmit power
of the diode is too weak for a deep-space mission, and thus, its laser pulse needs to
be amplified. The amplification can be done, e.g., with a fiber laser amplifier, which
is considered a relatively compact way of achieving high-energy laser pulses [67]. [63,
p. 338]
One choice for a pulsed-diode laser design is presented here. The design is based
on the fiber-based master oscillator/power amplifier (MOPA). The detailed MOPA
design is presented in [68]. The design can also be considered as a laser transmitter
as the position of the laser pulses can be controlled in time. The performance of the
amplifier is shown in Table 5. The carrier wavelength is 1064 nm, which is widely
used for achieving short and high peak power pulses [63, p. 337]. The average output
power is 22 W and the peak power 1.42 MW. The pulse width of 1.55 ns represents
the effective pulse width, since the shape of the pulse is not rectangular but decreases
continuously from the peak power. Thus, the total pulse width is about 2.6 ns. For
calculations, the effective pulse width is used.
The repetition frequency of pulses can be continuously adjustable, but it was
kept to 10 kHz. The reference does not state why it was kept to this value, but
if it had been changed, it might have affected adversely other parameters of the
design, such as output noise and pulse time jitter. Beam quality is an important
parameter of the transmitter, since a too poor beam quality broadens the beam and
leads to high transmission and coupling losses [63, p. 335]. A beam quality of 1.0
means that the beam shape is diffraction limited. A beam quality of 1.2 or less is
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typically desired for deep-space lasercom missions [63, p. 335]. The MOPA design
achieves this requirement as the beam quality is 1.2 or less [68]. The electro-optic
efficiency represents the efficiency of the amplifier, so about four fifths of the energy
is converted into heat.
Table 5: Values for the MOPA design [68].
Parameter
λ
Average output power
Pulse width
Output pulse energy
Pulse repetition frequency
Peak power
Beam quality
Laser linewidth
Electro-optic efficiency
Dimensions

Value
1064 nm
22 W
1.55 ns
2.2 mJ
10 kHz
1.42 MW
≤ 1.2
0.2 nm (about 92 % energy
in this linewidth)
0.19
It is possible to be fit into a
volume of 0.6U

The schematic of the MOPA from [67, Figure 5a], is depicted in Figure 11. The
MOPA is otherwise the same as in [68], but the system schematic is simplified.
However, the performance of the system is the same as before. The function of this
pulsed-diode laser transmitter is described here. The pulse driver controls the laser
seeder and the MOPA. The laser seeder is comprised of a master oscillator (MO), a
fiber-coupled phase modulator (FM) and a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA).
The MO contains an amplitude-modulated diode laser and the FM is used to broaden
the laser linewidth of the seeder and to minimize scattering from the optical fibers.
The laser pulse is amplified by the SOA. Next, there is an optical isolator to prevent
backward laser feedback and a filter, mainly to remove the amplified spontaneous
emissions. These emissions are generated in the time intervals between laser pulses.
After these two components, the laser pulse is amplified by three fiber amplifier
chains. Between those amplifiers, the laser pulse is isolated and filtered in order to
maintain a low noise level. [68]
The last amplifier comprises of straight photonic crystal fibers (PCFs). The core
thickness of the PCFs is so large that they must be kept straight in order to avoid
bending losses. In the MOPA design, a single PCF with a length of 72 cm was laid
out into two parallel 36 cm long segments in order to obtain a more compact design.
In this case, the laser beam is turned 180◦ by two mirrors. At the output of the
PCF chain, the laser beam is pumped by a fiber-coupled diode at 975 nm. The laser
pumping here means that the energy of the pumping laser is transferred into the
gain medium of a laser.
The MOPA has no space heritage and the article does not state how much
volume it needs. At this point, it is advisable to compare the design with other
laser transmitter designs. Then, it is possible to estimate whether the amplifier is
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Figure 11: The schematic of a fiber-based MOPA architecture to be used as a laser
transmitter for a HelioRing CubeSat. PD: Electronic pulse driver; PM: polarization
maintaining; MO: master oscillator (amplitude-modulated diode laser); FM: PM
fiber-coupled phase modulator; SOA: PM fiber-coupled semiconductor optical amplifier; F/I: PM fiber-coupled band-pass filter and optical isolator; YDF: Yb-doped, PM
fiber preamplifiers (10-µm core); YD-LTF: Yb-doped, PM, longitudinally tapered
fiber having 25/40-µm input/output core diameter; EC: endcap; YD-RT-PCF: rodtype, Yb-doped, 100-µm-core PM photonic crystal fiber; M: Mirror; DM: shortpass
dichroic filter; P: 975 nm wavelength pump beam from a laser diode. [67]
possible to be fitted to the required volume. There are not many CubeSat laser
transmitter references, since laser communication is a new field for CubeSats [22].
However, the AeroCube-OCSD 1.5U CubeSat [22] is one of these rare small satellites
to communicate optically. The transmitter of the AeroCube-OCSD CubeSat has
been demonstrated to fit into a volume of 10 cm × 10 cm × 2.5 cm (0.25 U).
The schematic of the AeroCube-OCSD CubeSat’s transmitter is shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that the schematic comprises many of the same components
as the MOPA in Figure 11, even though the transmitter of the AeroCube-OCSD
CubeSat has been designed for transmitting continuously instead of in short pulses
[22]. The output power of 10 W is significantly lower than in the MOPA. However,
the same component types can be found in it, such as a master oscillator, optical
isolators, fiber preamplifiers, optical filters and pump lasers. For simplicity, the
comparison in the numbers of component types is shown in Table 6. There are two
components that are not included in the AeroCube-OCSD CubeSat’s design: straight
photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) and laser mirrors. However, instead of slicing one
PCF into two, the same single PCF could be sliced into three parallel 24-cm long
segments. By doing so, these segments can be fitted into a 6U CubeSat.
There are master oscillator boards designed for deep-space laser communication
that handle PPM and can be considered for a deep-space CubeSat mission [42, Figure
6]. The board sizes are more or less the same as in the AeroCube-OCSD design.
Another issue of the MOPA design is the mirrors. That is, after modifications
for the PCF segments, there are four mirrors that turn the laser beam two times
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Table 6: The numbers of component types in the MOPA and AeroCube-OCSD laser
transmitter.
Component

MOPA

Master oscillator
Optical isolator
Optical filter
Pumping laser
Straight photonic
crystal fiber
Laser mirror

1
4
4
1
2

AeroCube-OCSD
laser transmitter
1
1
2
2
0

2

0

Figure 12: The schematic of the laser transmitter for the AeroCube-OCSD CubeSat.
EO: electro-optic, Yb: Ytterbium. [22]
180 degrees. The turns can be achieved with corner cubes [69]. A corner cube
is an optical component that is meant to make total reflection for a laser beam.
Therefore, there would be two corner cubes in the MOPA design. The design can be
achieved all-in-fiber before the mirrors, which means that it is not possible to see the
laser beam and the beam travels inside the system. This may be beneficial in the
implementation process of the MOPA to a 6U CubeSat. It would be advisable to
have a custom design of the two corner cubes in order to maintain all-in-fiber type.
Finally and most importantly, it is possible to fit the MOPA design into the volume
of 0.6U after some modifications. [69]
When a laser pulse has been sent from the MOPA, the pulse goes through the
optics and is finally sent to free space by an optical antenna. Some conventional
optics solutions having a diameter of the antenna typically around 20–30 cm [63, p.
315, 332] [62] or larger are too massive for a 6U CubeSat. Thus, different approaches
are needed in order to achieve a sufficient antenna gain. Figure 13 shows a miniature
laser transceiver proposed to be used in deep-space CubeSat missions. From the
transceiver model, a prototype (shown bottom in Figure 13) was developed for the
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Lunar CubeSat. However, the average transmit power of 1.2 W of the transmitter is
too poor for the lasercom concept as this power does not lead to a sufficient number
of detected photons (see page 39 for the definition). Nevertheless, the same optics
in the receiver system can be used for a HelioRing CubeSat. In addition, a more
advanced low-noise photon detector is used (see subsection 4.3.5).

Figure 13: A 1U transceiver (including optics and antenna) design for a deep-space
CubeSat for laser communication. a) The transceiver seen from the front where the
brown circle represents the optical antenna [42]. b) The same system seen from the
side. A transmitter is shown as a grey box on the left [42]. c) A prototype of the
transceiver having a 7-cm optical antenna for the Lunar CubeSat [70].

4.3.3

Pointing accuracy

An optical antenna produces a laser beam at 1064 nm whose beamwidth (full width
at half maximum) is about λ/Dt = (1064 nm)/(8.3 cm) ≈ 12.8 µrad [63, p. 354].
Every transceiver has some mispoint loss, which needs to be taken into account in
the link budget. Figure 14 shows the mispoint loss as a function of the mispoint
angle. The mispoint angle in the figure represents what a portion of the beamwidth
is mispointed. The larger the mispoint angle is, the larger the mispoint loss becomes.
Therefore, there is a trade-off between the diameter of the antenna and the mispoint
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loss, if the carrier wavelength is fixed. If one increases the diameter too much, it
results in a large mispoint loss and the achieved asset of the increased antenna size
will be lost.

Figure 14: Pointing loss of the laser transceiver as a function of the mispoint angle.
The mispoint angle, λ/D (antenna diameter of the transmitter or receiver), is shown
with relation to the beamwidth. The figure is from [63, p. 354] which also gives
further details of the pointing loss.
The required pointing accuracy for the attitude control was determined to be 3.33
µrad to avoid large mispoint losses. That is, a maximum mispoint angle of 3.33 µrad
is allowed. This pointing accuracy would lead to a 0.75 dB mispoint loss deduced from
Figure 14 (mispoint angle with relation to the beamwidth = 3.33 µrad/12.8 µrad =
0.26). The required pointing accuracy is of the same order as has been required from
some other future CubeSat missions. However, no CubeSat has yet demonstrated
sub-10-µrad-level pointing accuracy.
A 3U optical telescope CubeSat is under development and has a goal for a
pointing accuracy of less than 5 µrad for ten minutes for Earth observation [71].
Its pointing accuracy will be achieved with the aid of a fine-steering mirror system
including sophisticated algorithms. Similarly, many deep-space lasercom systems
are included with a fine-steering mirror mainly because of more stringent pointing
accuracy requirements [63, p. 11, 362, 376]. In addition, Exoplanetsat (3U CubeSat)
is also under development and simulations have indicated that a pointing accuracy
of 5 µrad can be possible with some modifications [72].
There are different models for defining the beamwidth of laser, and if the losses of
the optical antenna are taken into account, one can find a wider beamwidth for the
8.3-cm aperture than calculated above. Using the model from [61], the beamwidth
has increased so that the required pointing accuracy can be 5 µrad.
After all, a pointing accuracy of 3 to 5 µrad for the HelioRing CubeSats is
estimated to be achievable, since other CubeSat missions discussed above require
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nearly the same accuracy and the scale for the required pointing accuracies in space
missions is vast. For instance, the AeroCube-OCSD CubeSat has the required pointing
accuracy of about 3 mrad. On the other hand, many deep-space lasercom missions
require a pointing accuracy of 0.3 µrad or lower, which is an order of magnitude
more accurate than for the HelioRing CubeSats [59],[63, p. 353], [64]. However, for
those missions, spacecraft are larger than 6U CubeSats and more advanced pointing
control systems can be accommodated. Therefore, achieving the required pointing
accuracy for the HelioRing CubeSats demands an extensive investigation and effort.
The attitude control system for the HelioRing CubeSats probably requires at
least a fine-steering mirror for fine pointing control and reaction wheels for coarse
pointing. As in the CubeSat missions mentioned in this subsection, a star tracker and
inertial sensors (such as gyroscopes) are also proposed for attitude determination.
4.3.4

Pulse-Position Modulation (PPM)

Pulse-Position modulation (PPM) is explained in this subsection, and it is proposed
to be used in lasercom of the HelioRing mission. A more detailed principle of PPM
is presented in [63, p. 234] and [73].
PPM is a type of signal modulation in which k bits are encoded onto one of
M = 2k time slots. The sequence of M slots is referred to a word. That is, there is
only a single pulse in a word. The slot location of the laser pulse indicates the bit
value. For example, with M = 256, the laser pulse represents log2 (M ) = 8 bits. A
pulse occurring in the first slot indicates zero and in the last slot the bit value would
be 255. If necessary, one can also add guard-time slots onto the word if there is a
requirement to have a break between the words [73]. This is depicted in Figure 15
where M = 16 and there are also some guard slots. In laser transmitting with PPM,
the pulse lengths are typically in order of 10 ns and the peak power some or 10 kW.
[73]

Figure 15: Pulse-Position modulation (PPM) with M = 16 and guard-time slots.
Adapted from [74].
In PPM, the word time Tw is given [75] by
Tw =
where

RECC log2 (M )
= M Ts + Td
Rb

(4)
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RECC
M
Rb
Ts
Td

is
is
is
is
is

the
the
the
the
the

error correction coding rate [65]
PPM alphabet size
data rate
slot width, and
guard time.

If the transmitted data is uncoded, RECC = 1, otherwise RECC < 1, since the
data rate is reduced due to error correction coding. The average power transmitted
Pt is [63, p. 339]
Pt = PRF × Ppeak Tp =

Ppeak Tp Rb
Ppeak Tp
=
Tw
RECC log2 (M )

(5)

where PRF is the pulse repetition frequency, Ppeak is the peak transmit power and
Tp is the pulse width. It should be noted that typically Tp < Ts in order to minimize
jitter and synchronization losses in receiving. For this, there are some margins in
order to match the pulse onto the slot [73]. In [73], Ts was made 20 % larger than
Tp when Ts and Tp could be around 5–10 ns. Therefore, for the lasercom concept, it
was decided that there are 2.2 ns margins on both sides of the pulse, and Ts = 7 ns.
Thus, they are sufficient margins in order to minimize the losses. The word time Tw
can then be expressed from equation (5) as
Ppeak Tp
(6)
Pt
The number of detected signal photons per PPM word or per pulse, ns , is given
[21] by
Tw =

ληdet
Pr Ppeak Tp ληdet
(7)
=
hc
Pt hc
where ηdet is the photon detection efficiency of the detector. A value of 0.5 is used
for ηdet as in [76]. Tw is kept at 100 µs, which is the result of PRF = 1/Tw = 10
kHz from the MOPA design. h and c are Planck’s constant and the speed of light,
respectively. It can be seen in equation (7) that ns increases with Ppeak Tp , i.e., the
output pulse energy. This product is limited by the transmitter [68]. Table 5 shows
2.2 mJ for pulse energy, which limits the ns = 8.625 according to equation (7) with
values from Table 4.
Typically in space communication, there is a link margin (around 3 dB is commonly
used [62], [63, p. 332, 543]) in a link budget and the same is used in this design.
Furthermore, there are some coding efficiency ηcode and synchronization losses taken
into account, which reduces the required ns [62]. These losses are estimated to be
1.0 dB similarly as in [62] and [63, p. 100], but the real value for ηcode depends on
the coding method. Thus, due to a total of 4 dB reduction, ns = 3.43 is achieved as
a result of the iterative design process. The values for equation (7) are from Tables 4
and 5.
ns = Pr Tw
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4.3.5

Background noise

The number of detected background noise photons per slot width, nb , is given by
[21, 62]
nb =

πL(λ)Dr2 ∆λnf ηr ηdet Ts λ
+ Ndc Ts
4hc

(8)

where
L(λ)
Dr
∆λnf
Ndc

is the background irradiance from planets and stars
is the aperture diameter of the receiver
is the narrowband noise filter bandwidth, and
is the dark count rate, i.e, noise photons per second produced by the
detector.

There are many background irradiance sources in space where planets, the Sun
and other stars are the most relevant. The background irradiance L(λ) from planets
is [77]
Hλ
L(λ) = 2
RAU

Rp
Zpr

!2

A(λ)

(9)

where
Hλ

is the Sun spectral irradiance at 1 AU at the desired wavelength (different
values can be found in [77])
RAU is the planet-Sun distance in AU
Rp
is the radius of the planet or the footprint of the beam on the planet
Zpr
is the planet-receiver distance, and
A(λ) is the planet spectral albedo.

Concerning the crosslinks, the Earth is one of the most powerful background
sources. The Sun and Venus can be omitted, since they are not in the field-of-view
during communication. Venus is about 9◦ from the line-of-sight to another CubeSat.
It was discovered that the Earth is in the field-of-view in certain cases. These cases
are illustrated in Figure 16. The average time when the Earth is in the field-of-view
is very short compared to the total communication time within the mission lifetime.
However, it is of interest to achieve a time-independent opportunity for crosslink
communication at 0.72 AU. Furthermore, this reduces the complexity, since one does
not then need to take into account where the Earth is exactly.
Concerning the Earth as background noise, as in Figure 16, the distance between
the receiver and the Earth is about 123 × 106 km. Also, the Earth cannot be
considered as a point source when the beamwidth (12.8 µrad) is taken into account.
The footprint of the beam has a diameter of 1577 km on the Earth, which is less
than the radius of the Earth.
Table 7 shows parameters and their values for equation (9) to obtain a value
for the background irradiance. The spectral albedo of the Earth depends on the
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Figure 16: An illustration of the Earth as background noise for the crosslinks (figure
not to scale). There are two times in the orbital period for a single CubeSat when
the Earth is in the field-of-view during communication.
wavelength, but it was approximated to be about 0.36 (measured at around 600
nm) [77]. Nevertheless, high-altitude aircraft measurements have shown that the
albedo does not increase from its peak value at around 600 nm to 1064 nm [78] when
the irradiance difference of the Sun is taken into account at these wavelengths [77].
Therefore, there is good reason to assume that the Earth’s albedo of 0.36 represents
the maximum value for this design. Therefore, the maximum irradiance of the Earth
is in this link budget 4.0 ×10−12 W/(cm2 µm). Nevertheless, further investigations
are needed in order to determine the real order of magnitude of the value and
variations. Background noise from the full Moon is assumed to be insignificant, since
its albedo is low compared to the Earth (about 0.08 at around 600 nm) and its
spectral irradiance decreases towards 1064 nm [79].
There are a few planets whose irradiance is higher that of the Earth: Mars,
Jupiter and Saturn. Their irradiance is at most 10−11 W/(cm2 µm) or less at 1064
nm [79]. But when the beam divergence is taken into account, the beam footprints on
these planets are so small that the irradiances are eventually lower than 4.0 ×10−12
W/(cm2 µm). The irradiance from stars is at most about 5.0 ×10−12 W/(cm2 µm)
[79]. The irradiance from the stars of Mira, Alpha Crucis and Betelgeuse is larger
than from the Earth, but their declination differs tens of degrees or more from the
orbital planes of the CubeSats and Earth6 . Thus, these stars are not considered as
background noise. After all, the highest irradiance is from the Earth. Therefore,
L(λ) = 4.0 × 10−12 W/(cm2 µm) is used for equation (8).
Before determining the number of detected background noise photons, nb , the
dark count rate Ndc of the detector needs to be determined first. There are several
photon detector options for the receiver. For a low data rate lasercom, Geiger-mode
avalanche photon detectors (GM-APDs) may be considered [80, p. 211]. GM-APDs
allow only a low data rate due to the required reset time (typically around tens of
6

To obtain the declinations of the stars from the ecliptic, the SIMBAD Astronomical Database
was used. See the link for further details: http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
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Table 7: Parameter values for the received irradiance from the Earth in crosslink at
0.72 AU.
Parameter
Hλ at 1064 nm [77]
RAU
Rp
Zpr
A(λ)
L(λ)

Value
0.067 W/(cm2 µm)
1
1577 km (footprint)
123 ×106 km
0.36
4.0 ×10−12 W/(cm2 µm)

microseconds) to able to function again. A GM-APD design presented in [76] has
ηdet = 0.5 and Ndc = 20 kHz at room temperature (about 25◦ C). This design is
proposed for the receiver. The required reset time is about 1 µs.
Table 8 shows values for equation (8) to obtain nb . The narrowband noise filter
bandwidth, ∆λnf , is 0.6 nm and larger than the laser pulse linewidth of about 0.2
nm. The link budget calculations for lasercom between a spacecraft in Mars orbit
and the Earth used a 0.1 nm filter bandpass [62]. In the same calculations, the
maximum radial velocity between the transmitter and receiver was determined to
be of the order of 20 km/s. This corresponds to a Doppler shift of 0.07 nm at 1064
nm. There is approximately no radial velocity in the crosslinks at 0.72 AU, whereas
in the crosslinks from 0.72 AU to the Earth, there is the same order of magnitude
of the radial velocity as in the Mars link budget calculations. Therefore, there is a
good reason to assume that the Doppler shift in lasercom in HelioRing would not be
a problem, since ∆λnf of 0.6 nm would clearly exceed the Doppler shift of around
0.07 nm.
Table 8: Values for the number of detected background noise photons per slot width
nb .
Parameter
L(1064 nm)
Dr
∆λnf
ηdet
Ts
Ndc
nb

Value
0.040 W/m2
8.3 cm
0.6 nm
0.5
7 ns
20 kHz
0.00137 + 0.00014 = 0.0015

It can be seen in Table 8 that background noise clearly dominates over dark noise
in the presence of the maximum noise photon condition. It should be noted that for
most of the communication time, the dark count rate dominates the number of noise
photons. If it is necessary to have smaller nb , Ts can be shortened, but then there
might be an issue with synchronization of the pulse and slots. In addition, ∆λnf can
be narrower and closer to the laser pulse linewidth, but then there might be an issue
with the stability of the linewidth. Therefore, there are some margins in order to
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allow some variation in the systems.
4.3.6

Bit error rate

Concerning the crosslink, the detected signal and background noise photons per
slot are 3.43 and 0.0015, respectively. How low a bit error rate (BER) is achievable
depends on these values and the PPM alphabet size M . The symbol error rate (SER)
for PPM is given [81] by
∞
1 −(ns +M nb ) X
(ns + nb )j −(ns +nb )
SER(M, ns , nb ) =1 − e
−
e
M
j!
j=1



j−1
X

M −1

nm
b −nb 

e
m!
m=0

(10)
i
1 h
(1 + a)M − 1
aM

where
nj /j!
a = Pj−1 b m
m=0 nb /m!
BER (uncoded) can be determined from SER as follows [63, p. 254]
BER(M, ns , nb ) =

M
SER(M, ns , nb )
2(M − 1)

(11)

When the uncoded BER is low enough, the final (end-to-end) BER can be
achieved with error correction coding. Typically, the final BER of around 10−6 or less
is desired for a space mission [81], and it is also set as a goal for this lasercom concept
design. There is a number of coding methods available for lasercom, of which the
Reed Salomon PPM (RSPPM) and serially concentrated PPM (SCPPM) methods
are widely considered for deep-space lasercom missions [21, 81]. Figure 17 shows the
performance of these methods and the uncoded BER. The most important finding
from the figure is what an uncoded BER is needed to achieve the final BER around
10−6 . For simulations that results can be seen in Figure 17, values of M = 64 and
nb = 1.0 were used [81].
With the RSPPM coding, the uncoded BER can be something like 0.05 or below
to achieve the required final BER. This can be seen in Figure 17. Even with the
uncoded BER close to 0.2, it is possible to achieve BER = 10−7 or less with the
SCPPM coding.
Since no coding has yet been applied to the lasercom concept, it is estimated
that a BER of about 0.03 as the baseline would be a sufficient goal. Thus, there is
some margin compared to the RSPPM example above. Also, it could turn out that
RSPPM is a more favourable choice over SCPPM under different parameter values.
For example, nb of 1.0 was used for the simulations in [81], whereas for this link
budget nb = 0.0015. Thus, there is some margin between the required uncoded BER
and both of these coding examples. Further simulations are needed to determine
which coding method would be the most advisable to implement.
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Figure 17: Bit error rate (BER) as a function of ns /M (adapted from [81]). Uncoded
BER and BERs with error correction coding methods, of which Reed Salomon PPM
and serially concentrated PPM (SCPPM) are presented. Also, theoretical capacity
limit is shown. The goal of the uncoded BER = 0.03 for the laser crosslink at 0.72
AU can be seen above.
Table 9 shows uncoded BERs with different values of ns , nb , and M . These
BERs were calculated according to equation (11). The indexes of the table are just
for pointing out the parameter values for obtaining a certain uncoded BER. With
current ns and nb values, BER = 0.0163 with M = 2 (index 1), which fulfils the
requirement of the uncoded BER. If M = 64 was used as in the coding examples
above, an uncoded BER = 0.0188 would be achieved. The highest possible M in this
link budget is estimated to be 256 in which case the uncoded BER = 0.0256 (index
3).
According to equation (11), BER increases with M (see indexes 1–4 in Table 9).
But it increases so little (from about BER = 0.01 to 0.0264) that with M = 256, the
data rate has increased by eight compared to the original case (index 1). This is a
significant result as by increasing M , the data rate is also increased with a minimal
cost in the uncoded BER at low background noise.
At low background noise, it can be clearly seen that BER does not improve
much if nb is reduced to zero (index 5) when M = 2. But when M is increased, the
advantage of low background noise can be seen. If M = 512 and assuming nb = 0,
BER is still 0.162 (index 6). That is, the lower nb is, the higher M one can use in
principle. However, one can attempt to increase ηdet with the same GM-APD design
[76], even though there is some increase in Ndc . Typically, if one tries to increase ηdet
by raising the bias voltage of the detector, it also raises Ndc [76]. For illustration,
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if ηdet could be increased from 0.5 to 0.6 and then Ndc from 20 kHz to 200 kHz for
example, BER would be 0.0249 at M = 512 (index 7).
A CubeSat, as any spacecraft, can undergo a malfunction during its mission. If
the lasercom system of a CubeSat was unable to communicate with its neighbour, the
requirements of the mission would not be fulfilled as this CubeSat could not provide
its payload data eventually from the Sun-Earth line. However, the requirement of
making measurements with the angular separation of 36◦ could be relaxed in this case.
Therefore, the propulsion system could be designed so that one takes this malfunction
probability into account and allocates propellant for transforming nine CubeSats
so that the angular separation changes into 40◦ . In this case, R = 73.68 × 106 km,
which results in ns = 2.80. In this case, BER = 0.0307 (index 8) with M = 4. This
does not fulfil the requirement for the uncoded BER, but obtaining a sufficient final
BER is still estimated to be possible, since there may still be margin in the RSPPM
coding example above. However, further simulations are needed for determining how
low the final BER could be achieved.
Table 9: Different uncoded BER values as a function of ns , nb and M for the laser
crosslink at 0.72 AU.
Index
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

4.3.7

BER
0.0163
0.0188
0.0256
0.0330
0.0162
0.0162
0.0249
0.0307

ns
3.43
3.43
3.43
3.43
3.43
3.43
4.12
2.80

nb
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0
0
0.0310
0.0015

M
2
64
256
512
2
512
512
4

Localization of the CubeSats for communication

In a crosslink at 0.72 AU, the diameter of the imaginary footprint at another
CubeSat is about λ/Dt × R = 860 km. Since the required pointing accuracy (3.33
µrad) is smaller than the beamwidth, the transmitting CubeSat has to be able to
determine whether the receiving CubeSat is on a footprint of about 223 km. The
same requirement applies to the receiving CubeSat as it must point in the required
direction and know that the transmitting CubeSat is really there in order to detect
the signal without large mispoint losses.
The current RF communication technologies of the DSN are capable of determining
the range and velocity of a deep-space spacecraft in the order of one metre and about
one mm/s, respectively [82, 83]. Additionally, the location perpendicular to the
range vector from the Earth can be determined with the DSN with an accuracy of
about 2.5 nrad [82]. In addition, ESA deep-space communication systems can do the
same with an angular accuracy of 25 nrad [84]. Therefore, localizing the farthermost
CubeSat (about 1.72 AU from the Earth) can be determined with an accuracy of
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about 6 km with the ESA systems. The position estimate can be improved when the
CubeSat orbits closer to the Earth (for laser beam pointing purposes). After all, the
orbital parameters of all CubeSats could be delivered by the DSN to each CubeSat.
Therefore, locating another CubeSat for a crosslink would be feasible from the point
of view of communication. Laser ranging can also be considered instead of using RF
communication, but it is anticipated to be too difficult to be accomplished without
RF communication in deep space. Deep-space navigation is discussed in more detail
in [83].
4.3.8

Acquisition, tracking and pointing

There are three important steps in deep-space lasercom: acquisition, tracking and
pointing [63, p. 351]. In typical deep-space lasercom designs, a beacon signal
continuously sent from the Earth is captured by the lasercom system of the spacecraft
during communication. First, the spacecraft must find the beacon signal, and this
process is called acquisition. Next, the lasercom system tracks this beacon signal in
order to point in the right direction during communication.
For deep-space lasercom missions, there are also other options, such as beaconless
tracking. In this method, passive sources are tracked, such as the Earth and stars,
and they are used as pointing references. In this crosslink design, a star tracker is
used for tracking. This topic is discussed in more detail in [63, p. 316, 351]. By using
an on-board model where the location of each Cubesat is known, pointing directions
are calculated from the star tracker data during communication.
Typically in deep-space missions, there are large transverse velocities between
the spacecraft and the ground stations on the Earth [62]. When the receiver receives
a signal from the transmitter, and if the receiver were to sent a signal back, the
transmitter would not be in the same direction any more. Therefore, the transmitter
has to take the point ahead into account in order to determine the position of the
receiver when it receives data. The same rule applies to the receiver. The point
ahead between the CubeSats at 0.72 AU is around 72 µrad in one-way. Thus, a
CubeSat needs to track the predicted location reference of another CubeSat when
it is going to receive data. Data communications between CubeSats is discussed in
more detail in subsection 4.7.

4.4

Link budget design for the crosslink between a CubeSat
at 0.72 AU and a CubeSat orbiting the Earth

In order to deliver data from the CubeSats at 0.72 AU to the Earth, the CubeSat
orbiting the Earth (RelayCube) receives this data from the nearest CubeSat at 0.72
AU and transmits it to the ground station. It is assumed that RelayCube is equal to
the other CubeSats. That is, it consists of the same optical communication system as
the others, except that the diameter of the aperture of the antenna can be changed.
However, the propulsion system for RelayCube can be less demanding. Some thrust
might be needed for possible station keeping, but the amount of propellant would be
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much less than for the other CubeSats. Furthermore, a less demanding and expensive
RF communication system is required. Other subsystems can be the same.
Figure 18 depicts communication between a CubeSat at 0.72 AU and RelayCube.
From the viewpoint of communication it is assumed that RelayCube and the Earth
remain located at the same point, as the distance differences are large (RelayCube
– Earth vs. CubeSats at 0.72 AU – RelayCube). There is a point when the angle
between the nearest CubeSat at 0.72 AU and the Sun seen from the Earth becomes
so small that communication is blocked by too high background noise from the Sun.
This angle is referred to as the Sun-probe-Earth (SPE) angle. For other deep-space
lasercom missions, communication is typically designed so that one can handle even
as small SPE angles as 2◦ [63, p. 309], [62].
For the lasercom concept, communication with an SPE angle of 5◦ and more is
estimated to be possible and, thus, some margin is added compared to other mission
proposals. Therefore, there is a 10◦ sunlit sector seen from the Earth to the Sun,
and if a CubeSat is inside this sector, lasercom is assumed to be impossible. This
CubeSat will stay inside the sector for approximately 16 days before communication
is possible again (the same calculation method was used as in Appendix B). This
is too long a time to wait for the next communication period with the CubeSat.
Therefore, the CubeSat inside the sector must transmit data to the second nearest
CubeSat to the Earth, and thus that CubeSat will communicate with RelayCube.
Even if one CubeSat is inside the sunlit sector, there is always a CubeSat inside the
nearest 72◦ sector (see Figure 18). Thus, this laser crosslink must be designed so
that RelayCube must be able to communicate with a CubeSat that is located at 36◦
seen from the Sun to the Earth. In this case, R ≈ 89 ×106 km, and the CubeSat at
0.72 AU is then about 45◦ seen from the Earth to the Sun.
4.4.1

Link equation and received signal power

Table 10 shows the parameter values chosen in order to obtain the received power Pr
for RelayCube. Pr was calculated according to equation (1). In the crosslink, the
transmitter is at 0.72 AU, and the receiver is RelayCube. The diameter of the optical
antenna for RelayCube was increased in order to circumvent the larger free-space
loss. This change led to a narrower beamwidth, but the same pointing accuracy was
still required. Thus, the pointing loss has also been increased for RelayCube due to
the narrower beamwidth. The Pr results in ns = 3.48 according to equation (7). The
obtained ns is close to 3.43 of the first link calculation.
4.4.2

Background noise

The next step is to determine the maximum nb in the field of view for the link
(RelayCube still as the receiver). The Earth is not considered as a background noise
source, since the other CubeSats are almost always visible to RelayCube and the
Earth is then not in the field of view (see page 27). The most powerful background
irradiance sources apart from the Sun are Venus and the Moon. Irradiance from
other planets is still relatively low, since the planets of the solar system cannot
be considered as point sources due to the narrow beamwidth of RelayCube. See
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Figure 18: An illustration of laser communication between the CubeSats (figure not
to scale). A CubeSat at 0.72 AU communicates with a CubeSat that orbits the Earth
(RelayCube). If a CubeSat is inside the 10◦ sunlit sector seen from the Earth to the
Sun, communication is estimated to be blocked by too high background noise from
the Sun. Therefore, the laser communication concept is designed so that it permits a
CubeSat to communicate with RelayCube from the edge of the 72◦ sector seen from
the Sun to the Earth in order for RelayCube to obtain the critical payload data from
inside the 10◦ sunlit sector.
Table 10: Parameter values for laser systems and the received power Pr .
Parameter
Pt
Gt
Gr
Dt
Dr
λ
Ls
R
ηpt
ηpr
ηt
ηr
Pr

Value
22.00 W

Value in dB
13.42 dBW
107.79
111.00

8.3 cm
12.0 cm
1064 nm
-360.43
6

88.94×10 km
0.92
0.85
0.79
0.75

−0.75
−1.40
−2.0
−2.5
−134.87 dBW

section 4.3.5 for more details. Of the planets, Venus is the most powerful source of
background irradiance above the atmosphere of the Earth at the operating wavelength
[79].
The irradiance graph in [79] does not state the distance from planets to the Earth
when they reach their maximum irradiance value. Therefore, it is assumed that the
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maximum irradiance from Venus is obtained from its farthermost point, i.e., when
Venus is located at 1.72 AU from the Earth, since the footprint diameter of the
beamwidth on Venus is at maximum and gives the maximum nb . Thus in this case,
the diameter of the footprint of the beamwidth is about 2800 km while the diameter
of Venus is about 12100 km. Therefore, nb = 0.0026 according to equations (8) and
(9).
The orbital plane of the Moon differs about 5◦ from the ecliptic, i.e., from the
plane of CubeSats at 0.72 AU and RelayCube. Looking from RelayCube, the angular
width of the Moon is about 0.5◦ . In addition, a margin of one angular width of
the Moon is estimated as a reliable separation to begin communication. Thus,
communication is assumed to be possible 0.75◦ from the centre of the Moon. Since
the orbital orientation of the Moon is fixed with respect to the Earth while the
Earth takes one orbit around the Sun, the angular separation of the Moon from the
ecliptic is for long periods of a year so large that there is no risk of a communication
outage. However, there are also periods in a year when the risk is increased, when
the maximum inclination angle of the Moon is perpendicular to the Sun-Earth vector.
Then, from the viewpoint of communication, the Moon stays for longer periods closer
to the ecliptic and so also to the field-of-view during communication.
After all, the average risk of a communication outage caused by the Moon is very
small. However, it is estimated that a communication outage by the Moon will happen
during the mission. But due to its low probability, the effect to the performance of
the communication concept is low and it is not considered as a significant factor (see
next subsection for more details). Simulations of the communication outages are,
however, needed and they are recommended to be done in future studies. It is also
advisable that RelayCube and the other CubeSats should have an on-board model
to predict possible communication outages beforehand.
4.4.3

Bit error rate

Table 11 shows BERs for the link in different situations, and they were calculated
according to equation (10). The requirement for BER stays the same, i.e., the
uncoded BER shall be 0.03 or lower. In the downlink (from 0.72 AU to RelayCube),
the maximum possible M that can be used is 256 (index 3) as in the previous link
budget. When a CubeSat orbits closer to the Sun seen from the Earth, nb is increased
due to higher background noise from the Sun. However, ns has also been increased
due to the smaller free-space loss. When the CubeSat has the critical SPE angle of
5◦ , ns has been increased to 15.67. In this case, nb may increase by a factor of about
2450, i.e., to 6.37, and the BER requirement can still be achieved (index 4).
Index 5 illustrates the situation when communication is blocked by the Moon,
and there is a CubeSat at the edge of the sunlit sector. If RelayCube attempts to
communicate with the nearest CubeSat outside the 72◦ sector, communication is
possible with the required BER. However, the maximum M can be only 64 in this
case. This is a special case, but it demonstrates that critical data from at least the
nearest three CubeSats can be transmitted to the Earth even if the Moon would be
a problem from the standpoint of communication.
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In the uplink, when a CubeSat at 0.72 AU receives a signal from RelayCube,
background irradiance from the Earth in the field of view has not been increased from
the previous link (index 6). This is due to the smaller footprint of the beamwidth on
the Earth, since the CubeSat is closer to the Earth. After all, the required BER can
be achieved for the link.
Index 7 shows a BER in the case of a loss of a single CubeSat at 0.72 AU. Again,
the angular separation of the CubeSats is assumed to be changed into 40◦ . Then ns
would drop to 2.95 in which case BER = 0.0293 and the requirement would be still
achieved. But the highest value of M can only be 32 in this case. After all, the BER
requirement would be fulfilled in all cases presented in this subsection.
Table 11: Different uncoded BER values as a function of ns , nb and M for the laser
crosslink from 0.72 AU to RelayCube.
Index
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

4.4.4

BER
0.0155
0.0196
0.0299
0.0300
0.0255
0.0250
0.0293

ns
3.48
3.48
3.48
15.67
3.20
3.48
2.95

nb
0.0026
0.0026
0.0026
6.37
0.0026
0.0015
0.0026

M
2
64
256
256
64
256
32

Acquisition, tracking and pointing

Concerning lasercom with the Earth, beaconless tracking from deep space is typically
based on optical images of the Earth in visible band, thermal images of the Earth or
star tracker and inertial sensor measurements (see section 4.3.8). To be able to point
the laser beam accurately to the ground station, images of the Earth can be used for
determining the centroid of the Earth. From the centroid, it is possible to calculate
the location of the ground station by using some algorithm. Instead of pointing to a
ground station, a CubeSat at 0.72 AU points to RelayCube. The pointing direction
is calculated from the centroid of the Earth and the orbital parameters of RelayCube.
[63, p. 375–399].
Figure 19 shows an example of the difference between optical and thermal images
(in the band of 8–13 µm) of the Earth taken by Mars Odyssey at a distance of about
3.6 million km from the Earth on 19th Apr. 2001 [88]. When there is a large phase
angle between a space probe and the Earth–Sun line, determining the centroid of the
Earth becomes more difficult, and there is a larger error in the calculated centroid.
If a CubeSat at 0.72 AU resides at the edge of the 72◦ sector, the angle between
the Earth and Earth–Sun line would be about 45◦ seen from the CubeSat. The Earth
is then more visible optically than in the visible image in Figure 19. However, a
significant portion of the Earth is still invisible and there could be a considerable bias
error in the pointing, which would result in a too large pointing loss. This problem
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Figure 19: Images of the Earth at visible optical and thermal (infrared) bands taken
by Mars Odyssey [88].
does not take place in thermal images. The performance of thermal images of the
Earth is independent of the phase angle.
There is also another issue of visible images, namely the unpredictable albedo
variations of the Earth resulting from cloud coverage [88, 89]. This leads to magnitude variations in images, which can cause large errors in the calculated centroid.
Simulations indicate that thermal images of the Earth are worth measuring at a
wavelength range of 8 to 13 µm [89]. The thermal-image-based tracking method
might achieve 0.150 µrad bias error from the centroid of the Earth from a distance
of 2.7 AU. The detector could be an uncooled sensor, such as a microbolometer or a
microcantilever. [89]
However, in these simulations in [89], a 30-cm aperture was used for tracking,
which is too massive for the HelioRing CubeSats. However, the distance of 2.7 AU is
much longer compared to the maximum distance of 0.59 AU in the this lasercom link
design. Thus, a significantly smaller aperture can be used in order to achieve the
same performance. Finally, it is estimated that thermal images offer better choice
for tracking in the HelioRing mission than visible images.
Nevertheless, the results of references [88, 89] demonstrate that further studies
would be desirable for the thermal image-based tracking. However, tracking of
RelayCube could also be done with star trackers and inertial sensors as in the
previous link. Tracking of a CubeSat at 0.72 AU is proposed to be done also by
using star trackers and inertial sensors. That is, there are no objects close to the
other CubeSats and, thus, images would not help in the tracking processes.

4.5

Secondary RF communication design

In this subsection, the preliminary secondary RF communication system is introduced
for communicating between the farthermost CubeSats and the DSN. Since this thesis
mainly focuses on laser communication, it is beyond the scope of the thesis to design
a detailed link budget for the secondary RF communication. Therefore, the designing
of the secondary RF link budget is recommended to be done in more detail in a
future study. However, one can use the downlink of the MarCO mission as a baseline
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for illustrating the feasibility of the RF link for the HelioRing mission at a high level.
In the MarCO mission, both CubeSats are capable of transmitting data at 8
kbits/s from Mars to the DNS’s 70-m dish in Spain [19]. In this case, the distance to
the Earth is 1.05 AU. The gain of the high-gain antenna of the CubeSat is about 28
dB [86]. According to the RF link equation (see Appendix A), the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is directly proportional to the antenna gain. Also, SNR is inversely
proportional to the square of the range and proportional to the data rate.
Therefore, if the communication systems of the MarCO CubeSat were used in
the HelioString mission, one would be able to communicate from the farthest point
(of 1.72 AU) at a data rate of about (1.05 AU/1.72 AU)2 × 8 kbits/s = 2.98 kbits/s
(in the real case, operating at small Sun angles reduces the data rate). The high-gain
antenna of the MarCO CubeSat is probably too large for a HelioRing CubeSat as
a secondary communication antenna. Thus, it would be advisable to use a more
compact antenna, but then the gain is probably lower. One option is to use a
patch antenna whose dimensions are smaller than those of the MarCO CubeSat’s
antenna. One example of a patch antenna (15 dB gain) can be found in [87]. It would
require only little space on the side of a HelioRing CubeSat. The gain difference
between antennas is 13 dB, which reduces the data rate by the same amount, i.e., to
10−13/10 × 2.98 kbits/s = 150 bits/s. This data rate is estimated to be sufficient for
secondary communication of transmitting housekeeping data to the Earth as well as
for providing orbital parameters for the CubeSats. By using the same simple model,
the downlink data rate can be increased to about 1.3 kbits/s or more from inside the
closest 72◦ sector. [54, p. 420-421]

4.6

Volumetric budget for CubeSats

It is advisable to produce a volumetric budget for a HelioRing CubeSat in order to
demonstrate that the proposed lasercom system is feasible to be fit into the spacecraft.
The volumetric budget model of a deep-space lasercom 6U CubeSat from [42] is used
as a baseline with some modifications. That 6U CubeSat model is only a proposal
and has not been demonstrated in space. Table 12 shows the volumetric budget
proposal for the HelioRing CubeSats at 0.72 AU with allocated subsystem volumes.
The subsystems were discussed in more detail in subsection 3.5.
An attitude determination and control system (ADACS) was included in the
housekeeping (H/K) subsystems in the original model [42], but here it is separated
from those into a system of its own. There is an allocation increase for the H/K
subsystems (without the ADACS) as it was estimated that the batteries occupy a
larger volume.
For the lasercom system, 1.8U is allocated, of which 0.6U is for the transmitter.
The same optics concept as was presented in [42] is also proposed for a HelioRing
CubeSat. The laser transceiver requires a volume of 1U in total including a miniature
transmitter, optics, an optical antenna having a diameter of 6 cm, and a receiver.
The optics of the lasercom system clearly take the majority of volume. Thus, since
the diameter for the optical antenna would be slightly larger (8.3 cm) for HelioRing,
about 1.2U is allocated for the antenna, optics and receiver, with some margin. These
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allocations make the total volume of 1.8U. The volume of 0.4U for the secondary
communication RF transceiver originates from [84]. The presented RF transceiver
is intended for CubeSats for deep-space communication at X-band, such as for the
future MarCO CubeSats [85].
Table 12: The volumetric allocation of HelioRing CubeSat subsystems.
Volume in Units (U)
0.8
0.7
2.1
1.8
0.4
0.2
6.0

4.7

Subsystem
Housekeeping subsystems (UHF system included)
Attitude determination and control system
Electrical propulsion
Lasercom
Secondary communication (RF)
Payload (magnetometer with board and boom)
Total

Data communications

Two relevant types of links have been discussed so far in this thesis: (1) the crosslink
between CubeSats at 0.72 AU, and (2) the crosslink between a CubeSat at 0.72 AU
and RelayCube. For both link budgets, the highest possible M is 256 and this M
will be used for the data communications calculations. At this point, it is proposed
that communication in the links shall be done every 30 minutes. This is due to the
trade-off between two things: (1) the requirement to transmit payload data from the
critical 36◦ sector to the Earth within two hours, and (2) the round-trip time in the
links.
The transmission delay time in crosslinks at 0.72 AU is about 3.7 minutes. In
the crosslink from a CubeSat at 0.72 AU to RelayCube, the delay at maximum is
about 4.9 minutes. Furthermore, some of the communication time is allocated for
transmitting and receiving. That is, the CubeSats cannot transmit and receive at
the same time. The duration for transmitting data must also be taken into account.
Measurements and lasercom can be done at the same time [90].
4.7.1

Data rates of crosslinks

The determining of how long it takes to transmit data from one CubeSat to another
depends on the data rate. Data transmission times are discussed in subsection 4.7.3.
The data rate Rb can be expressed from equation (4) as
Rb =

RECC log2 (M )
Tw

(12)

As Tw is kept constant, the product of RECC and log2 (M ) determines the data
rate. Values for error correction coding rates RECC can be found in Figure 20, which
shows RECC values as a function of ns /M with nb values of 10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.
The difference between 0.01 and 0 is small for ns = 3.43 and M ≤ 512. RECC is
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increased when M decreases, and the highest Rb is achieved with M = 256, which
is the maximum for both link budgets. In these cases, RECC is about 0.42 for both
link types and M of 256 is proposed to be used in both link types. This results in
Rb = 33.60 kbits/s. When the SPE angle becomes smaller, nb level rises. In this
case, RECC can be increased. When a CubeSat is close to the sunlit sector (index
4 of Table 11), the ideal RECC is around 0.7 according to Figure 20, and, thus, Rb
increases. However, further work and simulations are needed in order to determine
how Rb changes under increased background noise.

Figure 20: Error correcting coding rates (RECC s) as a function of ns /M for nb values
of 10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, and 0. Adapted from [81].
In the case of losing a CubeSat at 0.72 AU, M can be at most 4 in the crosslink
at 0.72 AU (index 8 of Table 9). Then the value for RECC is around 0.82. In this
scenario, the data rate is reduced to Rb = 16.4 kbits/s. In the same situation, the
data transmission to RelayCube, M can be 32 at most (index 7 of Table 11). This
results in RECC and Rb of 0.56 and 28.0 kbits/s, respectively.
4.7.2

Data protocol

A data protocol defines how a transmitter and a receiver communicate with each
other. In the crosslinks, there is a timing schedule for each CubeSat so that it knows
when to direct itself towards another CubeSat, and when communication should start.
The receiving CubeSat receives a certain pulse sequence, which indicates incoming
data. Once the data has been received, the receiver transmits a message back to the
transmitting CubeSat of whether the data transmission was successful or not. The
message may also contain commands from the ground stations. It is assumed that if
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the transmission was unsuccessful, the same data would be sent again in the next
transmitting period only if the data was critical. Payload data can be sent again
anyway as it has a small size with respect to the H/K data.
Data transmission consists of frames. A single frame comprises of a header, a
data packet and an end mark. The header includes the size of the frame in bits as
well as an identifier which indicates from which CubeSat the data packet is. The
data packet consists of payload and H/K data, and the end mark indicates the end
of the frame. The frame can also contain information about which M size and what
error correction code parameters are to be used. The majority of the frame data size
is in the data packet and, thus, data calculations are based merely on these packets.
4.7.3

Communications schedule

Determining the scheduling in the crosslinks is a key part in the design of the lasercom
concept. Each CubeSat must communicate at a certain time or at least in a certain
period in order to relay data from all CubeSats to the Earth reliably. Figure 21
illustrates communication links in one of the critical events of the mission when one
of the CubeSats (CS2 ) is inside the 10◦ sunlit sector and cannot communicate with
RelayCube. Instead, CS3 at the edge of the 72◦ sector communicates with RelayCube.
The direction of data flow is shown with the red arrows. In link LR3 , Venus is 9◦
from the line-of-sight and, thus, is not considered as a source of background noise.

Figure 21: A representation of one of the most critical parts of the mission: the
relaying of data to the Earth within the required time. LLi represents a crosslink on
the left side and LRi on the right, CSi is a CubeSat at 0.72 AU. CS3 transmits data
from all CubeSats to RelayCube.
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Figure 22 presents one option of communication in the crosslinks. In the figure,
the communication schedule of link LL4 is shown as an example. In this example,
CS1 has data from the other three left above CubeSats (see Figure 21). First, CS1
sends a laser pulse sequence (in red) indicating data transmission (in blue). Once the
data has been transmitted, it will take about 4 minutes (see the arrow) to reach CS2 .
It was assumed it takes about two minutes (in violet) for the CubeSats to achieve
the required pointing accuracy, though the time can be much shorter. CS2 receives
the pulse sequence, which can help in the synchronization of the laser pulses. Once
CS2 has received the data, it will send a message back to CS1 about the status of
the data transmission (in green). The message can be “successful transmission”,
for instance. The pulse-sequence and the status-of-data-transmission lines can be
shorter, but they are lengthened here to make them more visible. Instead, the other
lines are shown as realistic lengths with respect to time.

Figure 22: A communication schedule for link LL4 from Figure 21 in which CS1
transmits data to CS2 . Firstly, CS1 sends a pulse sequence which indicates the
beginning of the data transmission to the receiver. Next, data is transmitted, and it
will take about 4 minutes before the data reaches CS2 . CS2 prepares to receive and
fine pointing must be achieved before the pulse sequence arrives at CS2 . Once CS2
has received data, it will send a message of the status of the data transmission back
to CS1 .
The communication schedule of the CubeSats in the 72◦ sector and RelayCube
is depicted in Figure 23. It is assumed that CS1 has received data from the other
three CubeSats as in Figure 21. The communication process of the first link, i.e. LL4 ,
is the same as in Figure 22. This is the starting point for Figure 23 in which the
30-minute graph is cyclic. Even though the most important data is from CS2 , as it
is close to the Earth–Sun line, the figure demonstrates that the concept is able to
manage the synchronization in communication by showing the data flow from CS1
all the way to RelayCube. It is also assumed that CS1 has achieved the required
pointing accuracy in the direction of the receiver (CS2 ).
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Once CS2 has received the data, it will send back a message of the status of the
data transmission as well as commands, if necessary. Next, it goes to a transmitter
mode at the end of the 30-minute period and sends data to CS3 . When CS3 transmits
the total data of 1.46 Mbits from all CubeSats to RelayCube, data transmission
takes about 43 s. This is the longest data transmission time of all crosslinks, since
the amount of data is the largest in this crosslink.
Communications is designed so that the CubeSats in the LLi crosslinks transmit
at the same time, and when they have transmitted data they will receive data from
the CubeSat on the other side7 . For example, when CS2 has transmitted data to CS3
it will receive data from CS1 . This is possible, since the transmission delay is much
longer than the data transmission time. However, CS3 cannot transmit and receive
at the same time, so there is a data transmission time shift between LLi and LRi
crosslinks. The shift is designed to be around 7 minutes, but it can also be something
else. In the case of Figure 21, the communication delay from the critical 36◦ sector
to the ground station represents the longest delay, since in this case the data from
CS2 must be sent via CS3 due to the 10◦ sunlit sector (see Figure 18.).
4.7.4

Communication delay to the Earth and ground stations

After presenting the communication schedule, the timeliness performance is shown
in Figure 24. The data transmission delay from 0.72 AU is depicted from one of the
most critical events where CS2 is situated at the Earth–Sun line in Figure 21. The
delays were deduced from Figure 23. Figure 24 shows a time period which begins
when CS2 has just sent the last data packet and measured the latest measurement.
Thus, it takes 30 minutes to send new data. CS3 receives the latest measurement
in 34 minutes. Eventually, RelayCube receives this measurement after 54 minutes.
Furthermore, about one minute is allocated for data processing.
To be able to determine how long it takes to send the measurement to the ground
station, one has to know the orbit of RelayCube and the number of ground stations.
Therefore, these questions are solved in the following. As was presented earlier,
RelayCube could be launched to a Sun-synchronous dusk-dawn orbit with an orbit
altitude of 730 km. Then, this orbit would almost equal to that of the TUGSAT-1
satellite which is also in the similar dusk-dawn orbit [91]. TUGSAT-1, with an orbital
altitude of 790 km (orbital period of about 100 minutes), can communicate with its
ground station eight times within 24 hours, i.e., every three hours [55]. If there were
four ground stations uniformly distributed all over the world, RelayCube would be
able to communicate with one of the ground stations every 45 minutes. It should
be noted that the ideal orbit altitude of 730 km was presented earlier in section
4.2.1, and therefore, the altitude of 790 km leads to a longer eclipse period at some
point. However, the altitude of 730 km has a shorter orbital period, which results in
7

After transmitting the data, a HelioRing CubeSat turns approximately 144 degrees to receive
data from another CubeSat. This turn can be done by reaction wheels of the ADACS. Since the
CubeSat eventually turns back along, more or less the same trajectory for transmitting, there is no
need to the detumble the wheels. However, there may be the need for small rotations done with the
wheels in order to achieve sufficient coarse pointing accuracy. This might, in long term, lead to the
need to detumble the wheels by, e.g., cold-gas systems (see subsection 4.3.3 for further information).
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Figure 23: The communication schedule for Figure 21. In the LRi crosslinks, there
should be a different starting point for transmitting data with respect to LLi , since
CS3 cannot receive from two CubeSats at the same time. Therefore, there is about
a 7-minute transmitting time shift in the LRi crosslinks, but the shift can also be
something else.
a shorter communication interval with the ground station. The altitude difference is
not large, but the difference in communication interval can be studied by simulations
in future work.
The total amount of data from all CubeSats (including RelayCube) is about
1.60 Mbits for one 30-minute cycle. RelayCube transmits this data to one of the
ground stations. RelayCube is available to downlink data for about ten minutes
during a single overpass of a ground station (time estimated according to another
CubeSat mission at a similar altitude) [92]. Therefore, to be able to transmit all
data to the ground station, the data rate should exceed 2.70 kbits/s. At this point,
it is reasonable to take a look at another CubeSat mission in order to determine
what sort of systems this data rate demands. ESTCube-1 was an Estonian CubeSat
that orbited the Earth at an altitude of 704 km [93]. It was capable of downlinking
data with a data rate of 9.60 kbits/s at 437.505 MHz8 . For this, the ground station
required an antenna gain of 16 dB.
This kind of an antenna option is available commercially, such as in CubeSatShop.com [94]. The option also offers full ground station equipment (e.g. transceiver,
software and computer for control) and would have fulfilled the requirements for
8

Communications details of the ESTCube-1 CubeSat: http://www.estcube.eu/en/radio-details.
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the ESTCube-1 ground station. The cost of the ground station kit is 32,500 euros.
If the same ground station was used in the HelioRing mission, all data would be
downlinked in less than three minutes. The data rate is more than three times
higher than required and would enable the reliable downlinking of all data to the
Earth. The number of ground stations would be four and, thus, the cost for ground
stations would be around 130,000 euros. This is substantially less than in the RF
communication concept (see page 29).
As the most important payload data from the closest CubeSats at 0.72 AU is
downlinked first, it only takes some seconds to transmit this data to the ground
station. Therefore, data from the CubeSats at 0.72 AU is available at the ground
station within 99 minutes from the latest measurement. This is shorter than the
required maximum delay of 120 minutes. Even though RelayCube was in an eclipse
when it should communicate, there is still time to fulfil the 120-minute requirement.
This is because the eclipses last 18 minutes or less, as explained in subsection 4.2.1.

Figure 24: The data transmission delay from the critical point (sunlit sector) of CS2
to the ground station. The transmission cycle begins when CS2 has sent the latest
data to CS3 , and it takes 30 minutes for the next data transmission. Eventually, this
data is received by RelayCube after 54 minutes. One of the ground stations receives
the data after 99 minutes at the latest. This time is shorter than the maximum
allowed time delay of 120 minutes.
Data from the farthermost CubeSats, for example, from the transmitting CubeSat
in link LL1 , is available at a ground station within less than four hours. Even if
CS2 transmitted data unsuccessfully to CS3 , and the transmission was successful
only in the next period, data from CS2 would still be on Earth in time. Thus, the
synchronization and scheduling presented fulfil the 120-minute requirement for the
mission. Therefore, the laser communication concept shows a great performance
from the standpoint of timeliness.

4.8

Communication and thermal management

During data transmission, the average transmit power is 22 W. Since the electro-optic
efficiency of the proposed transmitter is 0.19, the system demands a power of about
116 W in order to obtain the high-peak transmit power required. That means that
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about 94 W of 116 W is converted into heat. This is a high value, especially compared
with the MarCO CubeSats, transmit power of which is 4 W with a higher electrical
efficiency. But in comparison with other lasercom systems, it is not exceptional. The
AeroCube-OCSD CubeSat (see page 34) has a transmit power of 10 W for lasercom
with an electro-optical efficiency of 0.20. This means 40 W is transformed into heat.
The CubeSat is designed to transmit data for three minutes at most. Therefore, the
amount of energy transformed into heat is 7200 joules. [22]
The longest data transmission in the HelioRing mission lasts 43 s (see page 57)
per transmission. Thus, the amount of the total converted heat energy is about
4040 joules. This amount is roughly half of that of the AeroCube-OCSD CubeSat.
Furhermore, a HelioRing CubeSat that would have a 6U form factor is about four
times larger than the AeroCube-OCSD CubeSat. This is beneficial for radiating
converted heat energy out of the spacecraft. Thus, it is anticipated that there is
no challenge with thermal management. However, thermal management for the
CubeSats will need a careful design.

4.9

Evaluation of the performance of the concept

The performance of the laser communication concept is evaluated in this section in
order to discuss the advantages, disadvantages, and challenges of the concept as well
as to indicate the importance of the concept for future research. The most important
measures of performance of the communication concept are timeliness, feasibility,
reliability, maintainability, and cost-effectiveness. These measures are analysed and
compared to the RF communication concept in the following list. At the end of this
section, the advantages and disadvantages of both concepts are briefly summarized.
• Timeliness measures whether the concept fulfils the requirement of communication time delay of 120 minutes from the nearest 36◦ heliospheric longitude at
0.72 AU to the ground station. The lasercom concept fulfils the requirement
throughout the mission lifetime, and the payload data is received at the ground
station in time. Even if one CubeSat was lost due to malfunction, the requirement would still be fulfilled. Data from the farthermost CubeSats is available
in the ground station within four hours, which here is considered near real-time,
since this data is not that critical. However, it is important scientifically and
for reasons of spacecraft control.
The RF communication concept would fulfil the same requirement for most
of the time, since there is a clear line-of-sight in the downlinks from 0.72 AU
to one of the ground stations. However, when a CubeSat orbits too close to
the Sun seen from the Earth, data cannot be downlinked for approximately
two days (see Appendix B). Also, this communication outage occurs about six
times per year, and thus, one is unable to forewarn of possible CMEs for 3.2%
of the mission lifetime (see Appendix B). This feature does not take place in
the lasercom concept. This is also one of the major disadvantages of the RF
concept, since space weather forecasting should be continuous. However, 3 %
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of the mission lifetime is not too considerable and there would be a significant
leap forward anyway in forecasting.
• Feasibility stands for how possible it is to implement the concept with existing
technology. In principle, all systems and methods in the lasercom concept
are possible to design and accomplish, but many of them have not been
demonstrated yet on a CubeSat mission. This introduces some uncertainty to
the feasibility, since CubeSats have stringent requirements of available volume.
The concept is, however, estimated to be feasible, since all critical lasercom
technologies were compared to other CubeSat missions9 , or a demonstrated
design exists but it has not yet been flown on a CubeSat mission.
The most challenging CubeSat subsystems which need to be designed for this
concept are the attitude determination and control system (ADACS) and laser
transmitter. The ADACS demands a high pointing accuracy and the same or
better accuracy has not been demonstrated by any CubeSat to date. However,
there are other CubeSat missions, which demand a pointing accuracy in the
same order of magnitude, and, thus, they can be a huge benefit when used as
a baseline for the ADACS development project. Most of the other deep-space
lasercom missions demand an order of magnitude better pointing accuracy than
this concept (see page 38). In this regard, the ADACS system is estimated to
be feasible and the required pointing accuracy can probably be achieved.
The most demanding lasercom subsystem is the transceiver. As was discussed
in subsection 4.3.2, there is a designed model of a transceiver to be used in
deep-space lasercom CubeSats. However, its transmitter and detector need
to be replaced. Also, the diameter of the optical antenna should be larger.
The most challenging system of the transceiver is the transmitter. There is
a developed transmitter (achieving a sufficient peak power), but it should be
designed to be a part of the transceiver presented. Also, the transmitter should
be modified to fit to the required volume. As was estimated in the same
subsection, it is feasible to design the transmitter for the concept. However,
the transceiver including all presented relevant systems needs careful design
and testing (including particle radiation testing).
There are many other systems that need to be developed for the concept. These
would be, e.g., the optical antenna and optics, the detector for the receiver,
and the secondary RF communication system. Some models of these systems
have been designed and built already and they provide good baselines, since
extensive research on them exists. Compared with the challenges involved
with the ADACS and the transmitter, it seems more feasible to implement
systems for the lasercom concept from those models. They would, however,
need extensive testing for HelioRing.
It should be noted that deep-space lasercom to the Earth or deep-space crosslink
lasercom have not been demonstrated to date. This introduces a challenge for
9

There are either preliminary designs of these CubeSat missions or CubeSats that are planned
to be launched in the near future.
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designing of a reliable lasercom concept for the mission lifetime.
There are deep-space RF systems developed for CubeSats that could also be
used in the HelioRing mission. Therefore, the RF communication concept is
feasible for the space segment of the mission. However, in the ground segment,
the construction of at least three large ground station antennas would need
significant effort and funding. From the standpoint of the system, the ground
segment is estimated to be feasible, but its general feasibility is difficult to
estimate at the moment.
• Reliability refers here to an estimated probability of maintaining the performance of the communication concept. If, in the lasercom concept, a data
transmission to the Earth was unsuccessful once, for some reason, the data
transmission could still be in time in the next communication period. Overall
reliability depends on the reliability of data transmission from the farthermost
CubeSats to RelayCube as a chain, and therefore, a single crosslink must be
very reliable. But this needs careful simulations and testing. If, for some reason,
one CubeSat is lost at 0.72 AU, the concept can still be functional. The concept
demands a high reliability from RelayCube as if it lost, communication in the
concept would no longer work. Then the secondary RF communication should
be the main communication mean. Therefore, the reliability of RelayCube
might be one of the major challenges of the concept. On the other hand, there
could be two RelayCubes in the same orbit. Thus, if one of them was lost, the
concept is still fully functional. In general, the lasercom concept is tentatively
estimated to be reliable, from the standpoint of communication.
The RF communication concept is more reliable than the lasercom concept, as
RF systems for deep-space CubeSat missions are more advanced, and developed
flight models exist. In addition, communication depends only on each CubeSat,
which communicates with the ground station, and not on the other CubeSats
as in the lasercom concept.
• Maintainability means here how well some characteristics of the CubeSats
and communication can be changed, and how well some defects and their
causes can be corrected. These characteristics can be, e.g., the communication
schedule or the H/K and payload data to be transmitted.
In the lasercom concept, in order to command the farthermost CubeSats at
0.72 AU from the Earth, it will take about four hours to deliver commands,
and to the 72◦ sector tens of minutes. If a defect caused a malfunction in laser
communication, the secondary RF communication systems can be used in an
urgent situation. However, it might take some time before communication is
possible with the DSN. This time needs to be determined in future work. In
general, the concept is therefore estimated to be well maintainable. The RF
concept allows even better maintainability, since the ground stations would
have direct and reliable contact with the CubeSats and it would take less time
to communicate with them.
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• Cost-effectiveness means how much the concept would cost compared to the
cost of the whole mission. CubeSat missions are inherently low-cost missions due
to their low launch mass and subsystems that can be purchased commercially
or otherwise require less effort for design or testing.
As discussed earlier, the costs of deep-space CubeSat missions are estimated to
be around 30 million euros [42]. However, lasercom systems for the concept
need several systems to be designed, and they need also careful testing, which
will introduce an increase in the total mission cost. In addition, the concept
needs one more CubeSat compared to the requirement of ten CubeSats at 0.72
AU. The relative cost increase is not, however, considered significant, since the
number of the CubeSats is increased only from 10 to 11. One of the major
advantages of the concept is its relatively low cost in the ground segment. The
cost of the ground stations is about 130,000 euros, which is considered low
compared to the cost of the whole mission. After all, the concept is considered
very cost-effective.
The cost of the RF concept in the space segment is estimated to be less than
that of the lasercom concept, since there are existing RF system designs that
could be used in the HelioRing mission. This keeps the space segment cost low,
since there is less work in the development of communication systems for the
CubeSats. However, there are massive costs for the ground segment (see page
29). The construction and operation of the ground stations would cost tens of
millions of euros or more in total, which makes the cost for the whole mission
substantially large. Therefore, the RF concept is not a cost-effective solution.
In summary, the lasercom concept has the advantages of timeliness and costeffectiveness. It achieves the communication requirements all of the time. The major
challenge of the concept is feasibility, i.e., developing it so that it is functional and
reliable throughout the mission lifetime. The concept would require a high reliability
of RelayCube as this additional satellite must be functional throughout the mission
lifetime.
The major advantages of the RF concept are feasibility and reliability. The major
disadvantages are timeliness and cost-effectiveness. That is, this concept cannot
permit forewarning of CMEs for 3.2 % of the mission lifetime. However, for most of
the time, forewarning is possible. Lastly, the cost of the ground segment increase the
total mission cost significantly.

4.10

Summary of the concept design

This section gives a brief summary of the communication concept for the HelioRing
mission in order to highlight the most important system and performance values.
All research questions stated in subsection 3.8 were successfully answered in sections
3.9–4.9. Table 13 shows the type of orbit for the CubeSats, the transmit power, and
the other parameters of the laser communication system. In addition, the data rate
and modulation format are presented. All parameters shown are for the crosslinks
unless the secondary RF system is mentioned.
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Table 13: A summary of the laser communication concept, including the main
performance values of the crosslinks
Parameter
Orbit for the HelioRing
CubeSats
Orbit for RelayCube

Value / Type
Notes
Heliocentric at
0.72 AU
Dusk-dawn Sunsynchronous, altitude about 730
km, orbit period
around 100 minutes
1064 nm
22.00 W
1.42 MW
8.3 cm

Carrier wavelength
Average transmit power
Peak transmit power
Diameter of antenna for a
HelioRing CubeSat
Diameter of antenna for 12.0 cm
RelayCube
Required pointing accu- 3.33 - 5.00 µrad
racy for laser communication
Modulation format
Pulse-Position
modulation
Data rate
33.60 kbits/s
Generated data rate esti- 81 bits/s
mate
Bit error rate with error 10−6 or lower
correction coding
Laser tracking type
Beaconless

Payload data transmis- 99 minutes
sion delay to the ground
stations from the closest
36◦ heliospheric longitude
at 0.72 AU to the Earth
Payload data transmis- About 4 hours
sion delay to the ground
stations from the farthermost CubeSats

1 bit/s for payload data
and 80 bits/s for H/K data

Star tracker used for interCubeSat communication
at 0.72 AU.
Thermal images of the
Earth and a star tracker
used for communication
with RelayCube.
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Table 13: Continued
Required volume for main 1.8 U
communication system
Required volume for sec- 0.4 U
ondary communication
system
Ground station antenna UHF Yagi
antenna
Number of ground sta- 4
tions
4.10.1

Uniformly
along orbit

distributed

Future work on the laser communication concept

This thesis was a preliminary study on the lasercom concept. However, several
studies are needed after this work. The most relevant future investigations would be
the following:
1. Development of the ADACS having a pointing accuracy of 3 to 5 µrad for the
HelioRing CubeSats.
2. Development of the laser transceiver, including the transmitter introduced.
3. High-energy particle radiation testing of the transceiver.
4. The efficiencies of the transmitter and receiver.
5. Beaconless tracking: The thermal images of the Earth or a star-tracker-based
approach for laser crosslink communication.
6. Simulations of ECC methods: What would be an ideal choice and how a low
final BER can be achieved.
7. Investigation how the background noise of the Sun increases as a function of
angle seen from the optical antenna of RelayCube.
8. The secondary communication system for the special cases: availability and cost
estimations if using the DSN. The special cases can be, e.g., the travelling to the
final orbit, the obtaining and updating the orbital parameters of the CubeSats,
and a malfunction of some critical subsystem for laser communication.
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5

Conclusions

In this thesis, a laser communication concept for the HelioRing mission was designed.
The thesis is the first study of the mission and, thus, the thesis also defines the
objectives and requirements of the mission. The primary goal of the mission is to
provide magnetic field properties of Earth-directed coronal mass ejections (CMEs)
by using a CubeSat fleet in a heliocentric orbit in order to increase the prediction
lead time of geomagnetic storms on the Earth. Extending the lead time is crucial
today as CMEs have the potential, e.g., to damage power grid systems on the
Earth and satellites. However, forecasting these effects well in advance is impossible
today. At the moment, only one satellite enables forecasting the effects beforehand
by delivering in situ measurements from 1.5 million km sunward from the Earth
(0.99 AU). Thus, the lead time is only about ten minutes for the fastest CMEs. The
southward magnetic field component (negative Bz ) of a CME is a critical parameter
for determining whether the CME is geoeffective, and this component can only be
measured in situ in space. Therefore, there is a great interest in the research society
in increasing the lead time by placing a spacecraft more sunward that at 0.99 AU.
The HelioRing mission would revolutionize space weather forecasting due to its
minimum prediction lead time of three hours. In the mission, ten CubeSats orbit the
Sun at about 0.6–0.8 AU and measure the Bz component of a CME as well as the solar
wind. The CubeSat form factor of 6U was estimated ideal for the mission. The use of
CubeSats as spacecraft would reduce the cost of the mission significantly. However,
this deep-space CubeSat mission faces several challenges, of which communication
to the Earth is considered the most problematic. This is mainly due to the limited
mass and volume of CubeSats and, thus, also for the antenna and transmitter. This
results eventually in a limited antenna gain and transmit power. It was found that
using RF communication in the mission would have two major disadvantages. Firstly,
communication from the farthermost CubeSats to the Earth would require three
large ground stations with a diameter of about 21 m for the dish antennas. This is
mainly due to the large free-space loss. The construction and operation of such large
stations would increase the total cost significantly. Secondly, for about 3 % of the
mission lifetime space weather forecasting is impossible due to increased background
noise from the Sun when a CubeSat resides near to the Sun-Earth line. There are
six communication outage periods of about two days in a year.
The objectives of the thesis were the following with the main focus on the second
one:
1. To define the objectives and requirements of the HelioRing mission.
2. To investigate how the CubeSat fleet would communicate with the Earth.
3. To evaluate the performance of the communication concept.
These objectives were achieved successfully. Firstly, the relevant objectives of the
HelioRing mission were defined and they describe the goal of the mission. In addition,
the requirements of the mission were derived, in order to achieve the objectives.
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For the second objective of the thesis, it has not only been demonstrated in this
thesis that communication is possible in the mission, but the two aforementioned
communication problems of the possible RF concept have also been solved. The
main principle of the designed communication concept is the use of laser for the
inter-CubeSat communication. Each CubeSat communicates with its neighbouring
CubeSat, and thereby data is delivered via the nearest CubeSat to the Earth. This
CubeSat communicates with a CubeSat called RelayCube, which orbits the Earth
in a Sun-synchronous dusk-dawn orbit, permitting almost continuous visibility for
communication with the nearest CubeSat. RelayCube transmits the same data
eventually to the ground stations by using RF instead of a laser wavelength. These
stations can be very low-cost amateur radio systems. Another major advantage of
the concept is that it permits continuous space weather forecasting on the Earth.
The laser communication concept would fulfil the requirements of the mission.
However, it has some challenges that would, indeed, need further studies after
this preliminary study. Firstly, the crosslink laser communication has never been
demonstrated with the same or larger distance as in this concept. Secondly, the
required pointing accuracy of 3.33–5.00 µrad for the CubeSats in HelioRing is a
challenge, since the same order of accuracy for pointing has not been demonstrated
by any CubeSat to date. However, there are promising CubeSat missions in the near
future that aim to demonstrate the same order of magnitude of pointing accuracy
as in this concept. Due to the significant advantages of the concept, these studies
are seen worth investigating in the future. Even though the target orbit is around
0.6–0.8 AU and this thesis made calculations for 0.72 AU, the results show that it is
probable to fulfil the mission requirements also in another orbital distance, e.g., at
0.8 AU.
The other results of the thesis demonstrate that inter-CubeSat communication is
possible with distances of tens of millions of kilometers. Therefore, other missions
using small deep-space spacecraft may benefit from the laser communication concept.
They could also use a similar laser transmitter that is used for this concept. Its peak
transmit power is the highest for space communication to the best knowledge of
the author. The transmitter could possibly be used in another deep-space CubeSat
mission, since it requires only little volume and mass. However, due to the high peak
power, the average transmit power is also high, resulting in a limited data transmission
time. Nevertheless, since CubeSat missions typically produce low amounts of data,
the transmitter would be an excellent choice for a small deep-space spacecraft, e.g.,
a CubeSat mission, where the amount of scientific data is small.
For the third objective of the thesis, the performance of the laser communication
concept was evaluated and was compared to the possible RF concept. The evaluation
shows extensively the advantages as well as limitations of the laser and the RF
communication concepts.
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Appendices
A

RF link budget calculation for the RF communication concept

This appendix shows the RF link budget calculation for the RF communication
scenario. In this scenario, all CubeSats would communicate directly with one of the
ground stations. The link budget is calculated from the farthermost CubeSat to
the ground station. Therefore, only the downlink budget is calculated, since in a
typical space mission, a ground station is able to transmit with a higher transmit
power than a spacecraft. Thus, this method is sufficient to demonstrate the kinds
of systems that are needed for the farthermost CubeSat to communicate with the
ground stations.
The following downlink bands are available for deep-space communication
[95, p. 6]:
• S-band at 2.290–2.300 GHz
• X-band at 8.400–8.450 GHz
• Ka-band at 31.800–32.300 GHz
It is well-known that with higher frequency in communication comes the possibility of
higher performance in the link. This typically leads to a higher data rate [60, p. 13].
The influence of the Earth’s atmosphere is negligible at S- and X-bands [96]. However,
this influence can be very high at Ka-band sometimes, especially during rain, and
thus this attenuation can decrease the link performance significantly [96]. Therefore,
the Ka-band is not considered a favourable band for RF communication in HelioRing
as space weather forecasting should be reliable regardless of the atmospheric weather
conditions. Thus, this appendix focuses only on the downlink budget at X-band at
8.450 GHz.
The RF systems of the MarCO CubeSat [17, 19] are used as a baseline in the space
segment. The aim is to calculate how large a diameter is required for the ground
station antenna. The link budget equation presents the signal-to-noise-power-density
ratio C/N0 , which is given by [54, p. 420–421]
C/N0 = Pt Gt Ls LA LL (Gr /Tsys )(1/kB )
where
Pt
Gt
Ls
LA
LL
Gr

is
is
is
is
is
is

the
the
the
the
the
the

transmit power
transmitter gain
free-space loss
atmospheric loss
total loss due to the attenuation by the transmission lines
receiver gain

(A1)
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Tsys
kB

is the system noise temperature, and
is the Boltzmann constant (≈ 1.3806 × 10−23 J/K)

The ratio (Gr /Tsys ) is typically regarded as a figure of merit of the receiving system.
The free-space loss Ls is
!2
f
(A2)
Ls =
4πcRRF
where
f
RRF

is the carrier frequency, and
is the range between a CubeSat and a ground station in the RF concept.

C/N0 is related to the bit energy to noise power density Eb /N0 as follows:
Eb /N0 = C/Rb N0

(A3)

Table A1 shows the parameter values for the link budget. It is assumed that
transmission lines in the space and ground segments produce a total loss of 2 dB.
For Eb /N0 , a threshold of 0.4 dB was chosen as it is the minimum value that can be
used by the DSN [82]. This threshold enables one to obtain with error correction
coding a BER of about 10−5 , which is generally sufficient for a deep-space mission.
Therefore it is a good estimate for the HelioRing ground segment as a lower value is
challenging to obtain. It should be noted that pointing losses were not taken into
account in the calculations and they would decrease the performance even more.
It can be seen in Table A1 that even with a low data rate of 85 bits/s, the Gr /Tsys
needs to be 42.3 dB/K. For this value, one commericial option can be found in
[98]. The antenna presented has the Gr /Tsys of 42.3 dB/K and a diameter of 21 m.
Moreover, the ESA deep-space antenna Estrack reference [97] indicates the same
values for the required diameter. It should be pointed out that the data rate of 85
bits/s is too a low data rate as there are nine other CubeSats generating data, and
thus, a higher data rate is required. After all, this appendix showed that an antenna
having a diameter of larger than 21 m is required for the data rate of hundreds bits/s.
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Table A1: Estimated link budget values for the RF concept.
Parameter
Pt
Gt
Gr /Tsys
f
Ls
RRF
LA
LL
Eb /N0
Rb
System link margin

Value
4.0 W

Value in dB
6.0 dBW
28
42.3 dB/K

8.450 GHz
−279.2
6

257.3 × 10 km
−1.0
−2.0
0.4
85 bits/s
3
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B

Communication outage calculation for the RF
communication concept

In this appendix, the average duration of communication outages in the possible
RF concept is calculated. The communication outage here means that the CubeSat
closest to the Earth cannot communicate with a ground station due to increased
background noise from the Sun. Consequently, a communication outage is also a
break in space weather forecasting.
A reasonable starting point for the calculation is to determine how long one
CubeSat stays in the so-called sunlit sector. If a CubeSat resides inside this sector,
communication (with a reasonable data rate) is estimated to be impossible. After
this calculation, it is determined that how many times this situation occurs in a year.
Then, the average duration of communication outages can be obtained.
The antenna example used for the RF link budget calculation in Appendix A has
the Tsys of approximately 60 K [98]. The measurements at X-band with the DSN’s
34-m antenna show that the noise temperature increases significantly (a few tens of
kelvins) with angles smaller than 1.5◦ from the Sun [60]. This decreases the Gr /Tsys
and eventually also reduces the data rate to such a low level that communication
is estimated to be impossible when a CubeSat is inside a 3.0◦ sunlit sector. This
is depicted in Figure B1 where one of the HelioRing CubeSats will orbit inside the
3◦ sector due to its faster orbital period than that of the Earth. The 3◦ sector is
projected to the length of LN (≈ 2.17 × 106 km) at 0.72 AU which corresponds
approximately to the real orbital distance as the straight line. In this case, the LN is
seen from the Sun as an angular separation of 1.15◦ .
Since the CubeSats are at the same orbital distance as Venus, the orbital periods
are the same. Therefore, the orbital periods of the HelioRing CubeSats and Earth are
224.70 and 365.25 days, respectively. Thus, the angular frequencies, ωCS and ωE for
the CubeSats and Earth are approximately 1.854 × 10−5 degrees/s and 1.141 × 10−5
degrees/s. Therefore, the time t when the CubeSat has just passed the sector can be
determined from the following equation:
ωCS t = ωE t + 1.15◦

(B1)

Therefore, the communication outage duration is about t = 1.87 days. In a year,
the Earth orbits naturally 360◦ and the CubeSats ωCS × 365.25 days × 24 hours
× 60 minutes × 60 s = 585.2 degrees. This is 225.2 degrees more than the Earth.
Thus, the average number of CubeSats that pass the Earth-Sun line in a year is
225.2/360 × 10 CubeSats = 6.25 CubeSats. Finally, the average communication
outage duration in the RF concept is about 6.25 × 1.86 days = 11.67 days. This is
about 3.2 % of a year, and makes the average communication outage duration for
the RF concept.
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Figure B1: An illustration of an upcoming communication outage in the RF concept.
When the CubeSat orbits inside the 3◦ sector seen from the Earth communication is
estimated to be impossible.

